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Science education reform is a new reality for Elementary Teachers who have
found themselves in a paradigm shift as Nebraska implements its NCCRS-S standards.
This reform and implementation process might benefit from the support of Nebraska
Extension. The purpose of this evaluative study was twofold: (a) determine elementary
teachers' awareness, current use, and future recommendations regarding extension
resources in Nebraska’s rural elementary schools and (b) inform guidelines for future
development of community partnerships and distribution of Nebraska Extension
resources for elementary science instruction.
Data for this study was gathered using Qualtrics and was analyzed with SPSS
version 27 software. The semi-structured survey instrument, Teachers and Community
Partnership Survey (created and used for the first time in this study) collected responses
through an online distributed email to rural teachers in the state of Nebraska. These
teacher participants met an ARCGIS sampling method determined by the definition of
rural established by Devore-Wedding (2016) and the criteria of the rural school location
within 20 miles of a Nebraska Extension County office.
The analysis of survey responses determined that 89.6% of rural Nebraska
teachers were aware of Nebraska Extension, 70% of teachers had a vision for future
partnerships with Nebraska Extension, and 70% also provided reasons they were

interested in partnering with Nebraska Extension for elementary science instruction. The
data further revealed that efforts to strengthen the partnerships might focus on improved
communications and recommended NCCRS-S standards’ connections to Nebraska
Extension resources. The knowledge gained from this study can be expected to advance
the science reform movement for elementary science in rural Nebraska schools and to
inform university extension programming nationwide.

Key Words: Rural Elementary Schools, Nebraska Extension, Land Grant University,
community partnerships, NCCRS-S, Place-Based Learning, Science reform, Systems
thinking
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In the United States of America, one of the greatest gifts every child receives is
the opportunity for an education in a public school in their local community. There are
over 50.6 million children enrolled in the United States public school systems--more than
35.4 million of which are enrolled in elementary schools (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2016). Of that enrollment number, 325,984 are enrolled students in the state of
Nebraska (Nebraska Department of Education [NDE], 2019). In Nebraska, elementary
schools support 185,076 elementary students (NDE, 2019) and 51.8% of Nebraska
students attend a rural public school (Showalter, 2019). Within each local Nebraska
community every enrolled child is being taught by one or more of Nebraska’s 23,702
public school teachers (NDE, 2019). These public-school teachers are held accountable
to a defined curriculum established according to national and state standards for each
subject to be taught with approval of their local school board. For this study, the
researcher focused on Nebraska’s approved, elementary science standards as they are
implemented in rural elementary schools.
National Science Standards
The national Next Generation Science Standards (2013) were developed by a
partnership of 26 states (NGSS, 2013) that envisioned a new way of educating students
about science. This new education reform involved a 3-dimensional model that
incorporates Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCIs), Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs),
and Crosscutting Concepts (CCCs), (NGSS, 2013). This model created the opportunity
for students to develop a core content science understanding (DCIs), identify as being
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scientists through engaging in scientific practices (SEPs), and developing a system
understanding of the interconnectedness of the different science focuses and inner
workings of our world (CCCs). This science education reform aimed to create science
literate citizens that understand the practice of science through consistent standards and
increased accessibility for all (NGSS, 2013).
While these standards are component to a national movement, the United States
Constitution leaves the preparation and education to the states. Within their state
responsibility, the states determine policies and provide guidance to the local school
systems in the form of state standards to guide local education experiences for every
enrolled child. Thus, following the development of the Next Generation Science
Standards, each state independently chose how to address new science standards for their
state.
Nebraska’s Science Standards
Adopted in 2017, Nebraska’s College and Career Ready Standards for Science
(NCCRS-S) (NDE, 2017) aligned with the national Next Generation Science standards
and called for a depth of science content knowledge, a pedagogical vision of Dewey and
Vygotsky’s constructivist theory (Dewey, 1910; Vygotsky, 1978) and a plan for teachers
to link science lessons to naturally occurring phenomena within their local and regional
communities to support meaningful science learning (Horton, 1997). The standards also
enabled elementary students to connect lessons to cross-cutting concepts (in different
science content areas such as biology and geology) and engage in science and
engineering practices (via hands-on learning modeling real world practices). Upon
development of NCCRS-S, state authors expanded NGSS’s crosscutting concepts and
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incorporated connections specific to Nebraska. Within this study, further mention of
these connections is in the areas of “Nebraska Connections” and “Civic Science
Connections” (NDE, 2017). Nebraska Connections are opportunities to teach science
that is directly relevant to the state of Nebraska allowing educators to use local, regional,
and state specific contexts for their science instruction (NDE, 2017). The Civic Science
Connections provide opportunity for educators to point out important acts of “citizen
science” and provide opportunity for students’ public involvement with stakeholders in
the community both locally and globally to strengthen student engagement and
community partnerships in scientific knowledge (NDE, 2017). Furthermore, standards
authors also spoke to the “instructional shifts” educators would experience with the new
Nebraska Science Standards (NCCRS-S)-as 3-Dimensional Teaching and Learning,
integrated science, and interdisciplinary approaches (NDE, 2017).
Rural Education
Changes in state standards (and accompanying instructional shifts) are difficult
for any teacher but, for elementary rural teachers who lack appropriate resources to
provide experiential science learning in their rural schools (Zinger, et.al., 2020), the
complication is manifested. Rural schools provide limited resources such as physical
items; professional development opportunities to increase teachers’ knowledge about
science standards’ requirements; and geographical isolation from other teachers (Avery,
2013; Barley & Beesley, 2007; Farmer, 2009; Zinger, et.al., 2020). In Nebraska the
average experience level of a public-school teacher is 14.01 years (NDE, 2019) and
teachers who have not had updated methodological training have found the new science
standards present an extreme change in disciplinary approach from lecture based to
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inquiry facilitation of science instruction (Bybee, 2014) and prove difficult to implement.
Rural educators generally believe that community members and teachers can collaborate
to improve student interest and learning in science (Goodpaster, et.al.,2012). In this
study, the researcher was interested in how elementary teachers, in rural Nebraska have
utilized their community resources to implement NCCRS-S science lessons. In
particular, this evaluative study looked at the current practices (and organizing potential
future practices) of school and University Extension partnerships to support rural
elementary classroom science instruction.
Nebraska’s Land Grant Mission
Land Grant Universities were established by the Morrill Act of 1862 and Hatch
Act of 1887 and created a community resource now available to support the schools
known as University Extension. The Morrill Act of 1869 created the ideology of and
funding for a land grant institution. The University of Nebraska became a 1 st generation
land grant institution established on Feb. 15th, 1869 and was known as the ivy league
school of the west. The book The Land-Grant Colleges and the Reshaping of American
Higher Education: Perspectives on the History of Higher Education (Geiger & Sober,
2013), developed and explained a historical timeline of events that established land grant
institutions. While land-grant colleges were made available to every citizen within their
state, this study was specifically situated in Nebraska, where the university extension is
specifically known as Nebraska Extension (Kraft, 1999). The land grant mission of the
University of Nebraska-- “Helping Nebraskans enhance their lives through researchbased education” --provides a platform to develop school partnerships. This study aligned
with that mission to review existing structures, programs, and informal curricula
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Nebraska Extension currently used within the schools and what rural elementary teachers
suggested as improvements and potential future developments to enhance science
instruction in the classroom. The researcher expects such an evaluation study will help
to enhance and expand current and future school partnerships.
Problem Statement
The problem in this study is that the implementation of NCCRS-S is posing a
particular challenge to Nebraska’s rural elementary teachers, who are experiencing an
instructional paradigm shift and are in need of local, community partners to provide
supportive resources and expertise to enable new, standards-driven science instruction.
This evaluative study investigated the teachers’ understanding of current resources,
practices, and partnerships between Nebraska’s rural public elementary schools and
Nebraska Extension.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this evaluative study was to determine current awareness and use
of extension resources in Nebraska’s rural elementary schools and to inform guidelines
for future development of community partnerships and distribution of Nebraska
Extension resources for elementary science instruction.
Research Questions
This evaluative study examined the current/potential interactions and
partnerships between Nebraska Extension and their local rural elementary schools
through two research questions.
Question #1-What is currently taking place across the state of Nebraska in the form
of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools, and Nebraska Extension?
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Question #2-From the rural teacher perspective, what system and program structures
would improve-on or strengthen current public elementary school and Nebraska
Extension partnerships?
Theoretical Framework
The researcher followed Placed Based learning (Sobel, 2014) as the conceptual
framework for this study. To date, little is known about how Elementary Teachers
choose supplemental resources and develop community resource partners for elementary
science instruction. Though limited literature suggests that rural classroom educators
need further resources, current evaluative studies from the Extension perspective (Horton,
1997; McNeely, 1997) gathered little data on the teacher’s perspective regarding: the
actual resources teachers feel they need, how teachers would regularly access extension,
and how teachers might inform development of resources that are not yet created.
In his book, Placed-Based Education: Connecting Classrooms and Community,
David Sobel (2004) defined place-based education as “the process of using the local
community and environment as a starting point to teach concepts in language arts,
mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects across the curriculum
(p.7).” Sobel (2004) emphasized the value of hands-on and real-world experiences that
help students develop strong ties to their community. Sobel’s concern undergirds the
“Nebraska connections” requirement added to the NCCRS-S (NDE, 2017). Sobel’s
(2004) concern for everyday relevance in school-based learning can also be identified in
the NCCRS-S focus on local issues identified as “Civic Science Connections” (NDE,
2017).
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Placed based education engages people in activities within and about communities
to advance meaning making (Smith, 2002; Sobel, 2004). Place-based education
highlights disciplinary concepts that are embedded within local systems, histories, and
interactions (Zimmerman, 2014). As Sobel (2004) argued, curricula should consider an
individual students’ developmental progression primarily starting with understanding of
themselves in early elementary, moving to their school/community in upper elementary
and progressing to a more abstract thought in global thinking by high
school. Sobel believes that current instructional practice, of introducing abstract concepts
about far off places in elementary, does not allow a child to gain a firm grasp of their
local community (Sobel, 2004). Further, David Sobel projected the benefits of placebased education are numerous (2004). He emphasized that this approach to education
increases academic achievement, helps students develop ties to their community,
enhances students’ appreciation for the natural world, and creates active contributing
citizens. In addition, Sobel emphasized the idea is that teachers are not preparing students
for the future but preparing them to solve the problems of today, allowing students to
recognize that they have the power to make a difference in their community now (Sobel,
2004).
Definition of Key Terms
Community Partnerships- “the connections between schools and community
individuals, organizations and businesses that are forged to directly or indirectly promote
students’ social, emotional, physical, and intellectual development” (Epstein, 2019, p.
33).
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Land Grant Institution- product of a burgeoning industrial education movement that
premised the displacing of the old college order with practical education suited for the
industrial class (Geiger & Sober, 2013). The Land Grant Act of 1862 provided donation
of public lands to colleges to benefit agriculture and the mechanical arts. (Geiger &
Sober, 2013). The University of Nebraska-Lincoln is a land grant university.
Nebraska Career and College ready Science Standards (NCCRS-S)- The state
adopted Science standards for grades K-12 schools. It is expected that all students will
receive science instruction across the state of Nebraska that meet the NCCRS-S (NDE,
2017).
Nebraska Extension- serves as the community outreach for the University of
Nebraska and is any personnel (or product developed by such personnel) who have an
extension appointment in a Nebraska Extension County office, 4H youth Extension, and
University Extension personnel (Nebraska Extension [NE], 2020).
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)- are national, K-12 science content
standards. The NGSS were developed by 26 states to improve science education for all
students (NGSS, 2013). These standards set the expectations for what students should
know and be able to do in the area of science.
Place Based Education-is the process of using the local community and environment
as a starting point to teach concepts in science and other subjects across curricula. In this
educational approach, there is an emphasis placed on hand-on, real-world learning
experiences. Thus, resulting in increased community vitality and environmental quality
through improved active engagement of local citizens, community organizations, and
environmental resources (Sobel, 2004).
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Rural School- for purposes of this study, a rural school was defined as: (a) as a school
district with less than 1000 students, (b) in a town identified as rural or remote by
residents and/or governmental agencies as a population of less than 2500, and (c) is
further than 25 miles from an urban cluster or urban center (DeVore-Wedding, 2017).
Rural Educator-An Educator who teaches in a rural school as defined by rural school.
Limitations of the Study
The main limitation of this evaluative study was that the survey was disseminated
during the summer months (when teachers were not in their schools) and minimized the
numbers of responses. The timing of the survey dissemination was also impacted by the
onset of the CoVid-19 pandemic and the shutdown of schools across the state of
Nebraska.
Significance of Study
This study and future studies like this one are vitally important to Nebraska
Extension’s awareness about what driving forces impact teacher choice and what
structures need to be in place to increase the likelihood of a teacher choosing to partner
with Nebraska Extension. The synthesis and dissemination of the data from this project
will be useful to education policy makers, school administration, elementary teachers,
and Nebraska Extension personnel. This information will help continue the conversation
about the development of community partnerships with the use of the Epstein (2019)
School Community Partnership Comprehensive Framework. It is expected that the
information found through this project will serve as a foundational study to inform the
improvement of community partnerships between Nebraska Extension and our
elementary schools. This study has the potential for replication and development at the
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local, state, and federal level. This foundational study might help to catalyze future
studies nation-wide as this research conversation examines the driving forces that impact
teacher choice when developing future Nebraska Extension Community Partnerships for
elementary science instruction.
Summary
In this chapter the researcher introduced the land grant mission of the University
of Nebraska---“Helping Nebraskans enhance their lives through research-based
education” (NE, 2020) --and the means by which that mission has put Nebraska
Extension in position as an active presence in all the counties in the State of Nebraska.
The researcher also explained how The Nebraska Extension mission also positions them
to support Nebraska schools’ rural elementary educators as they implement the NCCRSS. To date there is little research on the relationship of community partnerships between
elementary schools and University extension from the rural teacher perspective. The
purpose of this evaluative study was to determine current awareness and use of extension
resources in Nebraska’s rural elementary schools AND inform future guidelines for
development of community partnerships and distribution of Nebraska Extension
resources (Kraft, 1999) for elementary science instruction. In the next chapter the
researcher will review the literature that supports the need for further study of community
partnerships between rural elementary schools and university extension for the continued
improvement of elementary science instruction.
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the current and historical research
contextualizing this evaluative study. The researcher first discusses, the Background and
Significance of the study. A presentation of current research describing the paradigm
shift that teachers are experiencing with the science education reform and an explanation
of rural elementary teacher paradigm shifts (from old to new science teaching standards)
helped to define the researcher’s summary of the basis and expectations of current
science standards and elementary educators’ science-teaching readiness. Here the
researcher defines the impact of science teaching limitations due to rural locale, lack of
professional resources, and limited resources. Then the researcher takes a broad
approach to identifying science education standards--starting with national standards and
moving into the implementation of state to local level standards for science reform.
Followed by a discussion of Nebraska Extension mandates, mission, and roles. Finally,
the researcher introduced a systems discussion and consideration of an interplay wherein
Nebraska Extension could serve as a vital community partner in the success of a forward
vision to develop community partnerships for the advancement of rural elementary
science instruction in Nebraska.
Background and Significance
Science education reform in the United States aims to create more scientifically
literate citizens through consistent standards and increased accessibility for all. Current
science education reform, following the Next Generation Science Standards (commonly
referred to as NGSS) (Achieve, 2012), implores a systems approach to science. This
systems approach does not fit well with the historic and the current practice of
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disciplinary education where the focus is on analysis. NGSS systems thinking includes
analysis, but also design and synthesis, aspects which require a fundamentally different
approach to teaching (Kay & Foster, 1999). Researchers have expressed concern
regarding the ongoing prevalence of teacher-centered, recitation-based, rote teaching in
the United States (Zhai & Dillon, 2014). The historic practice of science (taught by
lecture and direct, one-answer-experiments) was seen in classrooms across America and
is how most students (some of whom are teachers today) were taught before this NGSS
paradigm shift began (Zhai & Dillon, 2014).
In this new reform, teachers are expected to create lessons that (a) provide
learning opportunities for their students to become “scientists” by being involved in
science practices and (b) establish new understanding of crosscutting concepts inclusive
of content knowledge depth via active engagement in contextualized science instruction
(Achieve, 2012). This is no small task for elementary educators who continue to be
fearful when presenting science instruction because of their own perceived limited
content knowledge, time, training, resources, and low-self efficacy for science instruction
allotted in their school day (Harlen,1997; Abell, 2010).
Whereas the vision of science education described in the Next Generation Science
Standards (Achieve, 2012) required modifications throughout the entire science education
system, success of the reform in elementary science education will depend on teachers
(Liang & Gabel 2005). However, the inadequacy of the preparation of science teachers in
the United States has remained an issue for past decades (Fulp, 2002). Barnard suggested
that a vision is empty if it lacks a method to realize it. As Pirsig (2006) explained, “If a
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factory is torn down but the rationality that produced it is left standing, then the
rationality will simply produce another factory (as cited in Barnard, 2013, p. X).”
The NGSS reform movement continued constructivist learning theory and
inquiry- based pedagogical approaches for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics) education (Allen et al., 2016). Given the constructivist expectation,
that learning occurs via integration of new knowledge with a students’ preexisting mental
model of the world (Park et. al., 2011) NGSS encouraged inquiry-focused pedagogical
practices to guide meaningful, concrete experiences in which learners can look for
patterns, construct their own questions, and structure their own models, concepts, and
strategies (Yilmaz 2008). Designers were influenced by David Sobel’s conceptual theory
of place-based education (Smith & Sobel, 2010) as they reasoned for the importance of
students’ conceptual ideas, pre-existing mental model of the world.
Context of this Study
In response to the National Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and the
recent release of the Nebraska Career Readiness Science Standards (NCCRS-S) in 2017,
all science educators are in a time of redefining what science education instruction looks
like across Nebraska. Elementary teachers especially find themselves in the midst of a
difficult paradigm shift when developing their classroom science instruction. (Bybee,
2014; Zhai & Dillon, 2014; Zinger, et al., 2020). These new, NGSS expectations
introduce innovation challenges for Elementary educators, who were already fearful
when presenting science in their classroom because of their limited science content
knowledge, low-self efficacy, limited training, limited resources, and limited time for
science instruction allotted in their school day (Abell, 2010, Campbell, 2015;
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Harlen,1997; Olson, et. al., 2015). According to Fulp’s (2002) National Survey of
Science and Mathematics Education: Status of Elementary School Science Teaching,
when science-focused elementary teachers were asked about how adequate they perceive
themselves as elementary science teachers, less than 33% of the teacher participants
reported feeling well prepared to teach sciences compared while 77% of teacher
participants felt prepared to teach reading/ language arts. As Yilmaz (2008) proposed, a
teacher’s decision to put constructivist pedagogical ideas into practice requires that
teacher to reflect on his or her deeply held philosophies of teaching (thus becoming aware
of whether he or she values traditional teacher-centered or constructivist student centered
conceptions of teaching).
Rural School Locales, Limited Resources, Limited Networking. This difficult
paradigm shift for a rural elementary teacher in a rural school district has added
complexity due to geographic isolation from other teachers, limited professional
development opportunities, fewer curriculum options, school structures that are resistant
to change, and a perceived lack of connection to university resources (Goodpaster, et al.,
2012; Bouck, 2018, Devore-Wedding, 2017). Within Nebraska, 51.8% of students attend
a rural school and many of those students live at or below poverty level (Rural Education
Matters, p. 120). With over half of the students attending rural schools without science
curriculum specialists, the need for improved teacher mentoring, supportive community
resources (such as Nebraska Extension and Education Service Units), and mutual trust
from the community would help to support rural elementary teachers in this shift of
science instruction (Zinger, et al., 2020). C.M. Sias and colleagues (2017) recognized
and believed in the need to also align K-12 curriculum and instruction with the new
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standards, as many rural educators are working with antiquated curriculum (Bouck,
2018). Sara Cooper, recent Director of Nebraska State Science reflected this sentiment in
her discussion of the need for High Quality Instructional Materials (HQIMs) (S. Cooper,
personal communication, August 14-26, 2020). Educational innovations (as these
paradigm shifts require) are defined as instructional approaches or curricular choices that
are not typically recognized as being standard components of teacher
practice. Traditional methods rely on students being passive and the receiving of
knowledge while new innovative practices rely on students’ ability to synthesize and
integrate their knowledge. Researchers have argued that the level of representation of
innovative practice found in a teacher’s lesson plans would mirror the similar innovative
practice in the teacher’s classroom (Sias et al., 2017).
Teacher Beliefs. A substantial amount of research has shown that a teacher’s belief
system about teaching and learning affect their teaching practices. What a teacher
actually does in their classroom is a mirror to what they believe (Seung et al.,
2011). Teacher motivation is an essential component to enhance classroom effectiveness
(Carson & Chase, 2009). With all of the reform to science education, what impacts a
teacher’s motivation to acclimate with the changes of standards, instruction,
and practices? According to Bess (1977), difficulties which may frustrate teachers’
reform motivation fall into nine categories:
1) conceptualization and operationalization of education aims in society,
2) determination of the pedagogical outcomes,
3) ambiguous and conflicting role demands,
4) variety found in teaching routine,
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5) mastery of teaching technology,
6) understanding of student learning styles,
7) change measurement,
8) new knowledge acquisition, and
9) self-awareness maintenance throughout life cycle
Dörnyei & Ushioda (2011) suggested five categories of demotivating factors
including stress, inhibition of teacher autonomy, insufficient self-efficacy, inadequate
career structures, content repetitiveness, and limited potential for intellectual
development.
Science Standards and Constructivist Teaching Practices
Though constructivism undergirds the new standards researchers argue teachers
teach as they were taught, and thus shy away from developing constructivist and
innovative practices in the classroom and based on their perceived risks: limited time and
budget constraints for hands-on manipulatives are sparse (Sias et al., 2017; Beamer et al.,
2008). Current innovative practices call for teachers to develop deeper conceptual
understanding and the skill of knowing how to learn by monitoring progress and
practicing self-evaluation (NRC 2000; Hendrix et al. 2012). As stated previously, the
constructivist learning theory serves as the heart of NGSS and NCCRS-S standards; this
style of teaching emphasizes the need for collaboration and dialogue between teachers
and students (Kim, 2001). Here, knowledge is socially constructed, negotiated, validated,
and communicated in conversations between teachers and children while pursuing the
meaning of science. Thus, conceptual learning relies a need for teachers to monitor
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children’s views, bringing them to open discussion of science based on evidence toward
deeper understanding of concepts (Hewson & Hewson 1988; Tytler 2002).
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Nebraska College and
Career Ready Standards of Science (NCCRS-S) initiated a paradigm shift that is
portrayed as a power dynamic in this study for the elementary rural public-school
teachers to meet the new standards objectives. Here, educators are seeking (McNeely,
1997) student learning experiences outside of the brick and mortar of the school building
(Kisiel, 2014). Many educators are starting to look at museums, parks, nature centers,
extension resources to provide opportunities that they cannot achieve in the classroom
(Kisiel, 2014). Resource access, however, is different for an elementary teacher who
lives in a town of less than 2,500 where professional development or in-service learning
on the new science standards is potentially limited and potentially isolating (Kisiel,
2014).
Teachers who follow a constructivist approach for teaching see themselves as
facilitators of learning and follow students cues for the development of classroom
experiences to provide depth to a students’ understanding of big ideas (Allen et al.,
2016). In this, teachers develop an understanding of effective practice that engages
students in inquiry but also mobilize their personal characteristics, in light of the
constraints of their professional experience and knowledge known as pedagogical design
capacity (Forbes et al., 2010). One type of practice would be responsive teaching (RT)
which represents a child initiated and child-directed constructivist perspective in which
teachers provide materials and opportunities for exploration and experimentation, but
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without explicitly and systematically teaching specific concepts (Hong and Diamond
2012).
Current Science Education Reform: Systems Perspective (roles and functions)
Federal Mandates. Newly organized national standards, the Next Generation Science
Standards known as NGSS (2013), were developed by a partnership of 26 states that
envisioned a new way of educating students about science. This new education reform
focused on a 3-dimensional model that incorporated-Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI),
Science and Engineering Practices (SEPs), and Crosscutting Concepts (CCs), (NGSS,
2013). This model created opportunity for students to develop a science content
understanding, identify as being scientists through engaging in scientific practices, and
create systematic understanding of the interconnectedness of the different science foci
and innerworkings of our world. This science education reform aimed to create science
literate citizens who understand the practice of science through consistent standards and
increased accessibility for all (NGSS, 2013). In this, teachers were newly expected to
develop lessons that invite their students to become “scientists” who (a) engage in
science and engineering practices, (b) develop understanding of crosscutting concepts
[the connections across science content areas (i.e. biology and physics)], and (c) develop
a deeper understanding of content knowledge by being actively engaged in their science
instruction through contextualized learning (NGSS, 2013). In sum, the Next Generation
Science Standards call for students to be more actively involved in their science learning
by applying their knowledge through a contextualized learning space (Broussard, 2001;
Kisiel, 2014, Kraft, 1999).
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While these science standards are a component to a national movement, the
United States Constitution leaves the preparation and education to the states. Within their
state responsibility, the states determine policies and provide guidance to the local school
systems in the form of state standards to guide local education experiences for every
enrolled child. In Nebraska, Nebraska Revised Statute 79-7601.01 provides the
expectation that school districts have one year to adopt the state-approved content
standards or adopt standards deemed as equal to or more rigorous than the state-approved
content standards (NDE, 2015). Thus, following the development of the Next Generation
Science Standards, each state independently chose how to address new science standards
for their state (NDE, 2017).
Nebraska State Recommendations
Adopted in 2017 Nebraska’s College and Career Ready Standards for Science
known as NCCRS-S (NDE, 2017) followed along the national Next Generation Science
standards and reflected the call for a depth of science content knowledge, a pedagogical
vision of Dewey and Vygotsky’s constructivist theory (Dewey, 1910; Vygotsky, 1978)
and encouraged teachers to link science lessons to naturally occurring phenomena that
support meaningful science learning (Horton, 1997). The NCCRS-S also enabled
elementary students to connect lessons with cross cutting concepts (in different science
fields) and engage in science and engineering practices (hands-on learning that models
real world practices). Upon development of the NCCRS-S, the authors added to NGSS’s
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crosscutting concepts by defining connections specific to Nebraska’s people, places,
events, and phenomena. Nebraska Connections and Civic Science Connections (NDE,
2017) specifically encouraged science
teaching that is directly relevant to the
state of Nebraska and prompted educators
to use local, regional, and state-specific
contexts for their science instruction
(NDE, 2017). The Civic Science
Connections uniquely encouraged
educators to initiate “citizen science”
activities. These activities (such as a
milkweed seed planting) project would
prompt student and teacher involvement

Figure 2. 1 NCCRS-S Model
Note. NCCRS-S has the 3 dimensions
and crosscutting concepts of Next
Generation Science Standards and in the
middle of the Triangle added connections
for the state of Nebraska

with local and global stakeholders in the community to strengthen student engagement
and community partnerships in scientific knowledge about the importance of pollinators
for their local farming industry (NDE, 2017). Furthermore, the NCCRS-S authors also
spoke to the new paradigm shift or “Instructional shifts” educators would experience with
the new NCCRS-S as 3-Dimensional Teaching and Learning, integrated science, and
interdisciplinary approaches (NDE, 2017).
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Figure 2. 2 Nebraska Content Area Standards Implementation Framework
Note. With the adoption of NCCRS-S in 2017 the Nebraska Department of Education
developed an implementation model to support local school districts in the process of
implementation of new content standards across the state.
Local Implementation Management. The implementation of the NCCRS-S followed
the new Nebraska Content Area Standards Implementation Framework (NDE, 2019)
beginning in 2017. Sara Cooper, Nebraska Department of Education Science Curriculum
Specialist when the NCRRS-S were introduced, explained this Implementation
Framework was used for the first time with the NCCRS-S implementation (S. Cooper,
personal communication, August 14-16, 2020). Cooper also explained that this
framework was intended to guide local districts and ESUs to ensure students were
moving toward the learning goals along a parallel timeline with the state science
assessment development. Cooper also spoke to the involvement of Education Service
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Units (ESUs) within Nebraska (as the majority of rural school districts turned to the
EDSs for teacher readiness in the implementation of NCCRS-S. The professional
development provided by NDE (and implemented through the ESUs) emphasized vision,
shifts, and standards ‘Basics” and is now educating on High Quality Instructional
Materials through the Instructional Materials Matter Collaborative that is focused on
driving districts towards materials that align to and are designed for the NCCRS-S (S.
Cooper, personal communication, August 14-26, 2020). As Cooper emphasized, there
are many science-teaching barriers for elementary educators; for most teachers it comes
down to their own limited identity as a science learner and limited time in the school day.
Nebraska Extension Mandate
The Land-Grant Colleges and the Reshaping of American Higher Education:
Perspectives on the History of Higher Education (2013), edited by Roger L. Geiger and
Nathan M. Sober, carefully detailed the development of the land grant university and
ensuing creation of university extension. This thirtieth volume provided a detailed
account through published papers of the timeline of the major achievements and struggles
of creating a land grant system and its current status today. As Geiger and Sober (2013)
explained, the Morrill Act of 1869 created funding and the ideology of a land grant
institution. The University of Nebraska became a 1 st generation land grant institution
(also referred to as the Ivy League School of the West) on Feb. 15th, 1869. Over time, the
University of Nebraska transitioned as a land grant university. . . within this book the
authors developed and explained a historical timeline of events by highlighting each
section: 1- Scientific and Social Foundations; 2 the politics of launching land-grant
colleges, 1862-1890; 3 Agriculture and Engineering, 1880-1900; 4 land-grant
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universities, 1900-1940; and 5 Universities and the land-grant mission since 1930;
(Geiger & Sober, (2013). Evident features portrayed throughout the chapters of this allinclusive book were: (1) how an administrator’s vision for their institution directly
impacts growth and change, and (2) how land grant institutions have a mission to adhere
to the struggles and desires of the communities in which they serve.
Role and Mission of Extension Programming
Nebraska Extension is defined by a broad mission: “Helping Nebraskans enhance
their lives through research-based education.” Nebraska Extension is found throughout the
state where 83 county offices serve all 93 counties. Four research and extension centers
are located in Scottsbluff, North Platte, Norfolk and Mead. Extension faculty are also
located in academic departments on the University of Nebraska system campuses. Each
of these groups are instrumental in helping to maintain a strong educational linkage
between extension, research, and teaching (NE, 2020).
Federal and State Laws Governing Land Grant Institutions
Within a Land Grant Institution, each State determines how their Land Grant
University will function. In Nebraska, local buy-in is sought out in communities where
funds are matched to provide resources for each county. Historically Nebraska Extension
was used to advance agriculture practices across the state. This study focused specifically
on how the University of Nebraska Extension programs might provide support resources
for rural elementary science instruction. The researcher gathered preliminary information
about Nebraska Extension via confidential personal interviews with current Nebraska
Extension personnel to confirm the continuing struggles of (a) developing a land grant
university’s mission, (b) evolving policies, and (c) keeping extension outreach relevant
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for today’s communities (personal communication, 2018). Interview participants noted
that it is difficult to describe what is the current role and mission of Nebraska Extension
and suggested:
(a) “We are more than cattle and corn, but most people don’t realize that. This
may be why they don’t know what to ask of us.”
(b) “We try to do programming for the communities in which we are accountable.
(c) “We now have focus areas and teams that we work on across the state.”
(personal communication, 2018).
These focus areas and teams are linked to communities throughout the state and housed
primarily in Nebraska County Extension offices. A map listing these resources can be
found on the Nebraska Extension Website: https://extension.unl.edu/ under the find an
expert icon at the bottom of the page (NE, 2020).
Community Education, County Extension Offices
The Nebraska Extension website: https://4h.unl.edu/resources/teachers (NE,
2020) further defines the purpose of the 4-H school enrichment program “to encourage
long-term involvement in 4-H, enhance the partnership between 4-H and school systems,
provide informal education to complement formal education, to enhance the subject
matter being studied, and foster and promote enthusiasm and support for participation in
other 4-H programs.” The School Enrichment programs are largely structured to be
conducted during school hours, educational experience is delivered by 4-H staff,
volunteers, or the teacher. Programs include a minimum of six hours of educational
experiences that engage you in hands-on learning opportunities that support the school
curriculum. (NE, 2020). Nebraska Extension 4-H youth’s website provides teachers with
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an opportunity to learn about programs available for in-school (during school hours),
outside of school (in the form of 4-H clubs), and School Enrichment opportunities (after
school and virtual). An overview of highlighted resources includes virtual field trips, an
in-person field trip called “Raise Nebraska,” which is housed at the Nebraska state fair
facility, outdoor education days, and county extension office contacts for local
programming and events. Nebraska Extension’s website outlines their standard for high
quality 4-H School Enrichment programming. By these standards, 4-H programming: 1)
supports the school curriculum, 2) includes evaluations completed by teachers and/or
participants, 3) Youth recognize the experience is connected to 4-H, 4) incorporate
experiential learning as the primary teaching approach, 5) incorporates life skills (such as
citizenship and community service) applications, 6) develops knowledge about 4-H
content priorities, 7) provides research-based and developmentally-appropriate curricula,
8) provides access to land-grant opportunities, 9) fosters multi-age partnerships that
include active involvement, and 10) provides a safe and healthy environment.
Epstein’s Overlapping Spheres of
Influence. The research-based
Epstein’s Overlapping Spheres of
Influence argues the importance of
Nebraska Extension partnering with
local schools (2019). Nebraska
Extension as representative of the
community in figure 2.3 Epstein,
et al. (2019) and Sanders (2006)

Figure 2. 3 Epstein's Sphere of Influence Model
Epstein et al. (2019) has found that the three most
influential components to a child’s learning is their
family, school, and community connections.
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research has validated the importance of community connections for children. Epstein’s
Comprehensive Framework has been used to develop mutual partnership between
community resources and schools and has shown a high impact on all students, no matter
socioeconomic status or multi-diverse populations (Epstein, et al., 2019; Sanders, 2006).
Intersecting Systems
In a time when the nature of reform and paradigm shifts need to move schools
from an industrial model to a modern model, the reality is that public schools (a system)
can only do what it has the power to do as an evolving learning organization (Bernard,
2013). Bernard argued that the debate of improving school situations follows two views:
1) big systemic change (top down) and 2) little system change (school up). Figure 2.4
illustrates the current systems of Nebraska Schools and Nebraska Extension. The
approach to the science reform in the United States education system followed a top
down model from National movement to State development/implementation to local
district control. Big systems entail the total of all schools in the United States and
therefore the whole educational system would need to somehow change on a national
level. The smaller system is the individual school or the local level. As Bernard (2013)
argued that the smaller system must change first to perpetuate the bigger system. Thus,
Bernard suggested that true reform would begin at the individual school level, and this
reform would impact the greater school-wide systems view of education reform as a
whole. As Bernard further indicated, there should be a constant sense of transformation
and adaption within system change in order to be in tune with the present (Bernard,
2013). Systems thinking by nature, is transdisciplinary and synthetic, not always fitting
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well within the analytical model of knowledge that is seen in our current education
systems (Kay & Foster, 1999).
Figure 2.4 illustrates public school system and land grant university systems in
their current function. Much like a Venn diagram the reader can see the center column
represents what can be expected in both systems, and on either side how each individual
system: School or Nebraska Extension function as an individual system. The reader will
recognize several overlaps between the two systems but of most importance is the
mission for both systems is the same. This overlap provided opportunity for the
evaluative study to explore the interplay between these two systems and the potential for
Epstein’s School and Community Partnership Model (Epstein, 2019) as a potential future
endeavor for both systems: the rural elementary public schools and Nebraska Extension
to improve elementary science teaching resources needed in Nebraska’s rural publicschool districts.
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Systems Regulations/ Implmentation
Model

Public School
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Department of
Education Funding,
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NSTA, ASTE, Science
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NCCRS-S
Nebraska Department of
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Legislation
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School Board
Regulations/
Implementation
School Administration
District Curriculum
Decisions
Community Input/Support

Classroom Teacher
Curriculum Instruction
Community& Students
Support
Lesson Opportunities

Shared
Mission To
Educate via
Research Based
Practices

Land Grant
University SystemNebraska Extension

Align with
National
Standards,
Organizations,
Expectations

Land Grant
University Laws,
United States
Department of
Agriculture, USA
Legislation

Follow State
Standards,
Organzations,
Expectations

Nebraska University
System, State Legislation,
UNL Board of Regents,
University Extension
Administration,

Rely on Local
Choice/Control
Implementation

Regional Exetnsion
Administration
County Extension Offices
Regional Programming
Decisions
Community
Input/Support

Individual Choice
and Implmentation

Extension Educator and
staff
Local community
programming
Relevant based on
community input and
support
School opportunities

Figure 2. 4 Current Nebraska Schools and Nebraska Extension Systems
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Research Questions
This evaluative study examined the current and potential interactions of
partnerships between Nebraska Extension and their local rural elementary schools
through two research questions.
Question #1-What is currently taking place across the state of Nebraska in the form
of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools, and Nebraska Extension?
Question #2-From the rural teacher perspective, what system and program structures
would improve-on or strengthen current public elementary school and Nebraska
Extension partnerships?
This Evaluative study explored the historical system interactions as presented in Fig 2.4
between the rural elementary public schools and Nebraska Extension and potential future
interplay between the two systems. The interplay will lead to recommendations for
Nebraska’s Extension’s programming options leading to the enhancement of elementary
science instruction and resources for rural Nebraska.
Summary
In this Chapter, the researcher considered science education reform in the US and
how it aims to create a more scientifically literate citizen through consistent standards
and increased accessibility for all. Further, the researcher identified this current science
education reform movement as an outgrowth of the constructivist learning theory. In the
next chapter, the researcher will introduce place-based learning (component to
constructivist learning expectations and contextualized to local communities) as the
conceptual theory undergirding this study. As posited by place-based learning theory,
knowledge is not directly transmitted from one knower to another but constructed within
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individual minds “based on the interaction of what they know and believe, and the
phenomena or ideas with which they come into contact” (Richardson 1997, p. 3). Thus,
contact with the community, as presented by place-based education, provides the
application of this construction of knowledge from the constructivist theory. With the
integration of new knowledge into a students’ preexisting mental model of the world is
when learning can occur (Park et. al., 2011), constructivist teaching affords learners
meaningful, concrete experiences in which they can look for patterns, construct their own
questions, and structure their own models, concepts, and strategies (Yilmaz 2008),
supported by NCCRS-S connections. In the next chapter, the researcher will discuss the
methodology of this evaluative study administered to rural elementary educators across
the state of Nebraska.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The bulk of research suggests that rural elementary educators struggle with
teaching elementary science. In added complication for elementary teachers, they are in
the midst of a new-standards paradigm shift of changing from a lecture-based approach to
an inquiry-facilitator approach for science instruction. These new science standards lead
to elementary teachers to depend on resources like Nebraska Extension within their
community. Elementary educators were once expected to lecture and share their
knowledge with students acting as open vessels for receiving new knowledge are now
expected to switch that philosophy and facilitate student led inquiry experiences in which
students ask questions, seek out their answers, and educators guide their learning. The
land grant mission of the University of Nebraska- “Helping Nebraskans enhance their
lives through research-based education” (NE, 2020), has put Nebraska Extension in a
position to provide an active presence in all the counties in the State of Nebraska and to
support Nebraska schools as they implement the Nebraska Science Standards (NCCRSS).
In this evaluative study, the researcher sought to determine current awareness and
use of extension resources in Nebraska’s rural elementary schools and inform future
guidelines for development of community partnerships and distribution of Nebraska
Extension resources for elementary science instruction. This study looked specifically at
what structures, programs and supplemental resources elementary teachers currently use
from Nebraska Extension to enhance STEM instruction in their classroom. This study
also reviewed the Nebraska Extension structures, programs, and developed curricula used
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within the schools and considered rural teachers’ suggested improvements and potential
future developments.
Research Questions
Within this study Nebraska Extension is defined as 4H youth extension, county
extension office, and University of Nebraska-Lincoln extension personnel. This evaluative
study of Nebraska Extension was guided by the research questions:
Research Question #1-What is currently taking place across the state of
Nebraska in the form of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools
and Nebraska Extension?
Research Question #2-From the rural teacher perspective, what system and
program structures would improve-on or strengthen current public elementary
school and Nebraska Extension partnerships?
Rationale
Hypotheses and Analytical Framework
The researcher hypothesized that rural teachers did not recognize the available
resources within their community such as Nebraska Extension. The researcher also
hypothesized that rural elementary teachers lacked understanding (about what Nebraska
Extension can do for their schools) thus limiting development of a partnership between
the public elementary schools and Nebraska Extension. Answers to research Questions 1
& 2 provided significant insights and contributions to the understanding of how
University Extension could further develop useful resources to meet rural elementary
public schools’ science instruction needs and enable University Extension to expand their
relevance and further their mission. The Strands of the Science Learning Framework
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(Bell, et. al., 2009) served as an evaluation framework for these resources. These strands
articulated the science-specific capabilities supported by informal learning environments
in support of the learning that takes place within “designed” informal learning
environments. (Bell, et. al., 2009)
Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework can be seen as providing a theoretical overview of
intended research and order within that process (Leshem & Trafford, 2007).
Likewise, Rudestam and Newton suggest that a conceptual framework, which is simply a
less developed form of a theory, consists of statements that link abstract concepts to
empirical data. Theories and conceptual frameworks are developed to account for or
describe abstract phenomena that occur under similar conditions. (Rudestam & Newton,
1992, p. 6; Leshem & Trafford, 2007). Conceptual frameworks help researchers by: 1)
modelling relationships between theories; reducing theoretical data into statements or
models; 2) explicating theories that influence the research; 3) providing theoretical bases
to design, or interpret, research; and 4) creating theoretical links between extant research,
current theories, research design, interpretations of findings, and conceptual conclusions.
Thus, conceptual frameworks introduce an explicitness to the research processes (Leshem
& Trafford, 2007).
Place Based Education Conceptual Theory
Place-based education conceptual theory undergirds this evaluative study. In his
book Placed-Based Education: Connecting Classrooms and Community, David Sobel
(2004) defined place-based education as “the process of using the local community and
environment as a starting point to teach concepts in language arts, mathematics, social
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studies, science, and other subjects across the curriculum (p.7).” Sobel (2004)
emphasized hands-on and real-world experiences that help students connect with and
develop strong ties to their community. As Sobel advocated, place-based curricula would
make school learning more relevant to everyday life through a focus on local issues.
Place based education engages people in activities within and about communities to
advance meaning making (Smith, 2002; Sobel, 2004; Smith & Sobel, 2010). Place-based
education highlights disciplinary concepts that are embedded within local systems,
histories, and interactions (Zimmerman, 2014). Thus, Sobel, 2004 argued that curricula
should consider students’ developmental progression keeping in mind that students’
developmental pattern starts with an understanding of themselves, moves on to the

Figure 3. 1 Place Based Education Elements of Place-Based Learning
Note. www.gettinsmart.com This figure depicts the six major elements of Place Based
Learning.
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understanding of their school/community and progresses to more abstract thought in
global thinking (Sobel, 2004; Smith & Sobel, 2010). Sobel believed that current
curricula practice, of introducing abstract concepts about far off places in elementary
grades, does not allow a child to gain a firm grasp of their local community (Sobel, 2004;
Smith & Sobel, 2010). In this evaluative study, the researcher also argued that without a
foundational knowledge of their own locale, students do not have the prior knowledge to
develop a deeper understanding of the content knowledge and that the local control of
educating their children is lost, due to a generalized publish curriculum (Sobel, 2004;
Smith & Sobel, 2010). The elements of place-based education include local-to-global
context, learner centered, inquiry based, design thinking, using the community as a
classroom, and developing that learning with an interdisciplinary approach and parallel
the Nebraska Connections found within the 2017 NCCRS-S.
David Sobel stated the benefits of place-based education are numerous (2004;
Smith & Sobel, 2010). He emphasized place-based education’s approach to instruction
increases academic achievement, helps students develop ties to their community,
enhances students’ appreciation for the natural world, and creates active contributing
citizens. Essentially, we are not preparing students for the future but preparing them to
solve the problems of today and encouraging students to realize they have the power to
make a difference in their community today (Sobel, 2004; Smith & Sobel, 2010).
Theoretical Alignment with Place Based Learning
Miles and Huberman defined a conceptual framework as “the current version of
the researcher’s map of the territory being investigated” (1984, p. 33). Implicit in their
view is that conceptual frameworks may evolve as research evolves. Conceptual
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frameworks help researchers by: 1) modelling relationships between theories, reducing
theoretical data into statements, or models; 2) explicating theories that influence the
research; 3) providing theoretical bases to design, or interpret, research; 4) creating
theoretical links between extant research, current theories, research design, interpretations
of findings, and conceptual conclusions. Thus, conceptual frameworks introduce
explicitness with research processes (Leshem & Trafford, 2007).
This study aligned with science education reform efforts in the United States to
purposefully create a more scientifically literate citizenry through consistent standards
and increased accessibility for all (NGSS, 2013). The place-based education approach
lends easily to reform-based pedagogy (Allen et al., 2016). In this reform movement,
knowledge is not directly transmitted from one knower to another but constructed within
individual minds “based on the interaction of what they know and believe, and the
phenomena or ideas with which they come into contact” (Richardson 1997, p. 3). The
contact with the community, presented by place-based education, provides opportunity
for knowledge construction. Thus, integration of new knowledge into a students’
preexisting mental model of the world allows learning to occur (Park et. al., 2011) via
meaningful learning experiences that allow learners to look for patterns, construct their
own questions, structure their own models, concepts, and strategies (Yilmaz 2008).
Sobel (2004) mirrored this premise by recommending place-based education
opportunities provided students an opportunity to gain stronger ties to their community,
an appreciation for the natural world, and active, science-literate citizenship.
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Research Methods
Sample Defined Rural Community Population
To begin, the researcher defined a specific participant sample to bound the study
(Merriam & Tisdale, 2016). For the purpose of this evaluative study, the researcher
followed the rural definition established by Beverly Devore-Wedding (2017) wherein a
rural school was defined as:
(A) a school district with less than 1,000 students,
(B) in a town identified as rural or remote by residents and/or governmental
agencies as a population of less than 2,500, and
(C) located further than 25 miles from an urban cluster or urban center.
This definition helped to delineate study-eligible public elementary school
districts located within 20 miles or less from a Nebraska Extension County office.
Educator emails were acquired from the University of Nebraska Lincoln Math and
Science Center. Participants self-selected by completing and returning the Qualtrics
survey Teacher and Community Partnership Survey that was sent through the
researcher’s email to the educator’s email. All grade levels within the elementary schools
were chosen to be surveyed as the researcher recognized rural elementary teachers may
teach more than one grade level at the same time, due to smaller teaching staffs.
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Figure 3. 2 Sampling Map
Note. Rural Elementary Schools and Nebraska Extension County offices.
Total of 80 Elementary sample sites at 20 miles from County Extension’s
offices. Education Service Units locations in relation to schools and
county Extension offices.
Figure 3. 3 Sampling Map

Sampling Map. The Rural Elementary School and Nebraska Extension potential
Participant Map (see Figure 3.2) illustrates the sampling map created by Arc-Geographic
Figure 3. 4 Sampling Map
Information System- a geographic information system that allowed for map development
with multi-factor layers. This sampling map located all the elementary schools within a
20-mile radius of a county extension
office
the definition
of rural community
Figure
3. 5within
Sampling
Map
established in this study. The researcher began by identifying Elementary Public-School
locations, Nebraska Extension county offices, and Education Service Units locations
were found by using information on their respective administrative home pages and then
located their coordinates through google maps. These coordinates were imported into
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ArcGIS allowing for the creation of the sampling map. This sampling method was
chosen to verify an unbiased opportunity for input from all potential rural teachers
throughout Nebraska managed for sites that:
(A) have undeniable access to a Nebraska Extension County Office,
(B) are located within a rural community (set by the limitations of this study
definition), and
(C) allowed for a consistent sampling plan that could be replicated in future
studies. This particular sampling map procured 80 rural elementary schools within 20
miles of a county extension office (though of those 80 schools’ sites only 78 are currently
functioning rural elementary schools). Importantly, ARC-GIS will give physical
locations of buildings. The researcher needed to verify that each building was a
functioning school in full capacity. Thus, the researcher verified functionality of each
school by cross-referencing the participant email list with located buildings and
confirming school district websites.
Participants and Participant Recruitment. Prior to recruitment, the researcher verified
that an IRB humans’ subjects’ approval was not needed from the University of NebraskaLincoln Institutional Review Board. Participant recruitment took place via email with an
invitational letter that provided access to the Teacher and Community Partnership
Survey. The recruitment emails and letter Appendices A-G explained the purpose and
need for this study and explained that, upon completion of the survey, participants would
be provided a link with free information about the programs available to them through the
Nebraska Extension Teacher Resources website.
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Institutional Review Board. The researcher sought Internal Review Board (IRB)
approval prior to recruiting participants. As seen in Appendix J, University of NebraskaLincoln’s IRB determined that this study did not require IRB approval as it was
determined to be an evaluative study and thus did not require human rights’ protection.
However, the researcher followed good practice in that the data were collected via
Qualtrics and saved in a password-protected Box file on a password-protected laptop, in
order to keep participants’ identities confidential. Data, regarding respondents’ interest
in continuing to participate in further studies, was also collected and saved in a password
protected file and on a password protected laptop in order to keep confidentiality intact.
Survey Development
In this study, the researcher set out to determine current awareness and use of
extension resources and to inform future guidelines for development and distribution of
Nebraska Extension (Kraft, 1999). In this study a system study/exploration was used to
investigate not only the state-wide elementary school system but also the Nebraska
Extension system, the policies in place at national, state, university, and local district
level. A system study involves investigating the important behaviors of an
identified system. It involves identifying the purpose of the study, hierarchy (i.e. scale,
type and nesting), important processes and structures, elements and their
interconnections, particularly feedbacks, the environmental context for the system, and
the important behaviors of the system. The stakeholders involved within each individual
system would need to be investigated as well as the interactions between school
educators, extension educators, and various levels of administration. What should emerge
from a system study is a framing of the situation being examined, so that meaningful
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questions can be asked about it (Kay & Foster, 1999). The system to be explored in this
study is rural elementary science education and its partnerships with Nebraska
Extension. The questions asked explored the school-extension partnership through the
lenses of what happened in the past, current status, the hope for the future, and how that
impacts elementary science education. Three goals guided the development of the survey
instrument:
Goal #1-Determine what is currently taking place across the state of Nebraska in
the form of school and community partnership between our rural public elementary
schools and Nebraska Extension. “If we’re going to get back, we need to look first at
where we are now.” (Sobel, 2004, p.4). The most stated reason for teachers accessing
supplemental learning resources is to enhance ideas within the curriculum or to provide
extension beyond it, thus providing students opportunity to learn content and increase
their motivation to study science (Zhai & Dillon, 2014). This study specifically looked at
what structures, programs and supplemental Nebraska Extension resources elementary
teachers have used, currently use, and hope to use to enhance STEM instruction in their
classroom.
Goal #2-Determine what system and program structures would improve on or
strengthen current rural elementary public school and Nebraska Extension partnership.
This study looked at what structures, programs, and informal curricula Nebraska
Extension is currently using within the schools and what could be improved upon. The
Strands of the Science Learning Framework (Bell, et. al., 2009) served as an evaluation
framework for these resources. As indicated earlier, this framework articulated the
science-specific capabilities supported by informal learning resources in support of the
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learning that takes place within designed learning environments to include the following
categories:
Strand 1: Experience excitement, interest, and motivation to learn about phenomena
in the natural and physical world.
Strand 2: Come to generate, understand, remember, and use concepts, explanations,
arguments, models, and facts related to science.
Strand 3: Manipulate, test, explore, predict, question, observe, and make sense of the
natural and physical world.
Strand 4: Reflect on science as a way of knowing; on process, concepts, and
institutions of science; and on their own process of learning about phenomena.
Strand 5: Participate in scientific activities and learning practices with others, using
scientific language and tools.
Strand 6: Think about themselves as science learners and develop an identity as
someone who knows about, uses, and sometimes contributes to science.
Goal #3-Determine what participants voice as potential future developments in the
School and Community partnerships for science instruction. This researcher-designed
survey asked participants to delineate/describe how these Nebraska Extension structures,
programs, and informal curricula intersect between elementary teachers and university
extension personnel to inform future community partnerships. However, researchers
contend that teachers and informal educators have different goals, roles, expectations, and
practices in terms of informal learning environments (e.g., Tal & Steiner, 2006). In other
words, they have different perspectives in many ways because they are in different
contexts and settings (DeWitt & Osborne, 2007). Some researchers pointed out that there
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are potential conflicts because of limited communication between teachers and informal
educators (Tal & Steiner, 2006). This survey provided opportunity for the researcher to
find communication intersects between the two systems of Nebraska Elementary Public
Schools and Nebraska Extension.
Survey Structure. This evaluative study followed a semi-structured sample survey
using a single mode of internet data collection through the use of Qualtrics. A semistructured sample survey is defined as a survey that is carried out using a sample plan in
which only a portion of the population is surveyed but can be representative of the entire
population. A single mode indicates administration of a survey using only one tool for its
transmission (being the internet in this study). This data collection process enabled the
researcher to survey a sampling of participants representative of rural elementary teachers
across the state of Nebraska allowed for the development of the full picture or the breadth
of what was currently taking place across the rural communities of Nebraska.
When the survey was designed the researcher was mindful of her unique position
as a past elementary classroom teacher and her gathered knowledge of Nebraska
Extension. The researcher kept in mind the research goals and guiding questions at the
forefront as she developed questions that would allow respondents the opportunity to
share their information freely. The researcher was also mindful about how the sample
participants’ backgrounds, experiences might influence the way participants would
respond to the survey. In all, the researcher considered the structure of the survey
questions according to the common model of survey response processes (Dillman,2014)
as follows:
1. Perception: How does the respondent see or hear the question being asked?
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2. Comprehension: How does the respondent work to understand what is asked?
3. Retrieval: How will the respondent gathers relevant information?
4. Judgement: How does the respondent formulates an answer?
5. Response: How will the respondent report an answer?
The Tailored Design Method, (Dillman, 2014), helped the researcher customize
the survey procedures based upon her knowledge about the topic, the types of people who
were asked to complete the survey, the resources available, and the time frame for
reporting results (Dillman, 2014). The Tailored Design Method strategy was applied to
the development of all aspects of the survey to reduce total survey error to acceptable
levels and to motivate all types of sample members to respond within available resources
and time constraints (Dillman, 2014).
The researcher also recognized the need to be concerned about of the survey
questions, length, and format that was to be used (e.g., open-ended questions, close-ended
questions, or a mixture of the two). The researcher decided upon a mixed mode of
questions for this survey to provide a balance to responses. Open ended questions were
implored to provide a picture of what had taken place in the current practice of schools’
interactions with Nebraska Extension and what respondents would like to pursue in the
future. Close-ended response questions helped to define the demographics of survey
participants. This balanced approach to question development enabled the researcher to
gather a broad spectrum of responses to answer the research questions and achieve the
goals of this evaluative study. The survey comprised of three focused areas and data
generated will be presented as follows:
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•

The first focused area collected was demographic data such as age, sex,
ethnicity, location of school, years of experience, current teaching position,
and level of education.

•

The second focused area helped to answer research Question #1-What is
currently taking place across the state of Nebraska in the form of partnerships
between rural, public elementary schools, and Nebraska Extension?

•

The third focused area helped to answer research Question #2-From the rural
teacher perspective, what system and program structures would improve-on or
strengthen current public elementary school and Nebraska Extension
partnerships?

The survey length was 45 questions in total and was expected to take approximately
15 minutes to complete. The researcher used skip logic within Qualtrics to minimize the
total questions each participant received so no participant answered all 45 questions.
Participants total number of questions varied based on participants response. For
example, if a participant answered “yes” to a question like, “Have you partnered with
Nebraska Extension for science instruction in the past?” the survey would skip to the next
set of questions to enable for the participant to explain how they had partnered with
Nebraska Extension. If a participant answered “no” to previous partnership, then the
survey would skip all questions about their previous experience and move on in the
survey. At the end of the survey, participants were given an opportunity to indicate their
interest in participating in a future study to further explore the findings of this study. The
option for participants to participate in a future study provided the researcher the
opportunity to dive deeper into the results of this initial study at a future point in time.
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Before the survey was put into its final format for Qualtrics the researcher piloted
the survey questions with three elementary teachers and three extension personnel which
verified the understanding of the questions, the logic flow, and provided feedback on the
questions to determine that the questions were receiving an adequate response.
Qualtrics Development. During the Qualtrics development the researcher ran into
dilemmas. In the first dilemma, the researcher had to reformat the survey to work within
the parameters of Qualtrics (as a result of the aforementioned pilot with another group of
individuals prior to disseminating the survey to verify that it was functioning). The
researcher also had to develop a flow pattern that allowed for the skip sequence of
questions so that participants could forgo some of the questions to reduce the time the
survey took to complete. Another major dilemma was that the CoVid-19 pandemic
began during the development of this survey. This slowed down the finalization of the
Qualtrics survey and caused the survey to be released during the summer months. This
delayed delivery may have reduced the number of responses (as teachers may not check
their email as often in the summer months).
Data Collection
Data was collected from June 25, 2020 to -August 14, 2020 using a Qualtrics link
of the semi-structured survey entitled Teacher and Community Partnership Survey and
embedded in an email sent to potential participants who met the sample criteria. The
researcher planned to allow a four-week response window and to save participant
responses in password protected Box folder on a password protected laptop.
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Timeframe and Chronological Sequence
Following the Dillman Method (Dillman, 2014), the Teacher and Community
Partnership Survey was sent via email June 25, 2020 and potential participants were
asked to respond within two weeks. Additional emails were sent out in the third week of
and fourth-week windows to the potential participants who had not yet responded to the
survey. Due to the unusual circumstances surrounding the CoVid-19 pandemic (and the
emerging collection pattern increasing as the summer months continued) the researcher
extended her data collection by two extra weeks to allow for teachers to check their email
and respond to the survey by sending out another round of emails to participants who had
not responded to the initial recruitment emails.
Data Analysis
Following the six-week data collection window, the researcher began data
analysis. The collected data were exported from Qualtrics and imported into SPSS
statistics software for quantitative data analysis where the researcher checked for missing
data and outliers. The researcher removed any recorded participants whose responses
were completely blank. For the quantitative analysis, the researcher employed
descriptive statistics. The researcher calculated frequencies with all closed question data.
Open-ended question responses were categorized and then category frequencies
determined the rate of similar responses. Results were reported with a 95% confidence
interval. The researcher recognized this approach generated average group responses and
thus limited individual perspectives and depth of understanding in various locales.
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Validity, Generalizability, and Reliability
The higher level of external validity the greater opportunity for a study to be
replicated in various contexts with repeated outcomes. Though the researcher sought
high validity on both internal and external accounts, she understood higher internal
validity generally lessens external validity (Salkind, 2006). Thus, the researcher
recognized that internal validity would maintain strong structure to prevent confounds of
a study, and in turn minimize the ability for the study to be flexible in future studies
(thereby reducing the external validity or generalizability of replication studies in the
future). Validity of this survey, however, is yet to be determined since this is the first
study that used the Teacher and Community Partnership Survey. Best practices were
administered throughout the study in an effort for valid data collection. The researcher
conducted two pilot studies; the first with survey development and response; and the
second with functionality of the Qualtrics survey.
Generalizability determines the extent to which the sample population of the
study represented the population as a whole. Generalizability can be measured in the
areas of 1) the specific situations that produced a result, 2) the measurement that was
used to determine the result, and 3) the subjects or participants that were studied and
created the research findings. In this study, the researcher was left to question whether
the survey results showed high generalizability by “occurring” in every replicated
situation. The probability for replication of this study remained high as the researcher put
in specific parameters to develop opportunity for future replication.
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Reliability of this study cannot be determined at this time as this is the first study
using the Teacher and Community Partnership Survey. After replications of this study,
reliability measures can be determined.
Summary
In this chapter the researcher discussed what methods were used for the
development of this evaluative study. This study used the Dillman Method to collect
survey data from rural elementary educators using an email Qualtrics survey link. In the
next chapter the researcher will discuss the analysis of the data collected. To interpret the
collected data, the researcher utilized SPSS for analysis. The researcher used descriptive
statistics, categories, and frequencies.
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CHAPTER 4 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter provides the analysis of the data followed by a discussion of research
findings of this study. These findings were organized by the two research questions that
drove the evaluation of the current and potential future partnerships between the
participating Nebraska rural Elementary schools and Nebraska Extension for elementary
science instruction. As Meriam and Tisdell (2016) suggested, the purpose of applied
research such as this evaluative study is to collect data or evidence about programs,
processes, or techniques enabling decision making “to make judgements about the
program, improve program effectiveness, and to inform decisions about future
programming” (p.4). Here, data was analyzed to identify and describe current practice
and explore potential future practice of Nebraska Extension programming as a
supplemental resource for rural elementary science instruction. Therefore, this evaluative
study sought answers to the following research questions about current partnerships
between rural Nebraska public elementary schools and Nebraska Extension for future
improvement of elementary science instruction:
Research Questions
The two research questions that drove this evaluative study were:
Research Question #1-What is currently taking place across the state of
Nebraska in the form of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools
and Nebraska Extension?
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Research Question #2-From the rural teacher perspective, what system and
program structures would improve-on or strengthen current public elementary
school and Nebraska Extension partnerships?
Methods of Data Analysis and Presentation of Data
Data analysis was conducted in SPSS version 27 software. Descriptive statistics
were used to identify frequencies and percentages of the questions in the survey. Not all
participants responded to all questions on the survey as some questions were determined
by participant selection of (yes/no responses) followed by skip logic in Qualtrics for a
follow up question based on their previous response. Therefore, percentages correlate to
the number of participant responses received for each question. Open ended text
responses were coded into categories using best practices. These categories were used to
determine frequencies and percentages of collected responses.
Discussion of Findings
Participant Demographics
Data was obtained from self-administered surveys that were emailed to potential
sample participants between June 25, 2020 and August 14,2020. The potential sample
criteria were defined by a rural definition established by Beverly Devore-Wedding (2017)
wherein a rural school was defined as:
(A) a school district with less than 1000 students,
(B) in a town identified as rural or remote by residents and/or governmental
agencies as a population of less than 2500, and
(C) located further than 25 miles from an urban cluster or urban center.
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(D) One additional criterion limited participation to: active rural elementary
public-school teachers whose elementary schools were located within 20
miles or less from a Nebraska Extension County Office.

Figure 4.1 County Participant Response Map
Note. Sample response map, orange indicates county location of participant
responses. Black indicates location of researcher. The numbers depict the
respondents in each county.
Given a list of Nebraska educator emails acquired from the University of Nebraska
Lincoln Math and Science Center the researcher found that 498 emails met the sampling
criteria. From there, educator participants self-selected by completing and returning the
Qualtrics form (Teacher and Community Partnership Survey) that was sent through the
researcher’s email to each participant’s email. Note: All grade levels within the
elementary schools were chosen to be surveyed as the researcher recognized rural
elementary teachers may teach more than one grade level at the same time, due to smaller
teaching staffs in rural schools. Of the potential 498 participants, 78 emails were
returned as undeliverable thus leaving 420 potential participants. Eighty-eight responses
were recorded in Qualtrics to equal a 21% response rate. However, 77 eligible teachers
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answered that they were willing to participate in the study determining an overall
response rate of 18.3%. In this evaluative study, 28 counties (30% of Nebraska’s 93
counties), are represented in the recorded participants surveyed (Figure 4.1). These
participants represent 50 elementary schools across the state.
Gender and Ethnicity. The gender of the participants equated to 96% female and 4%
male. The group sample’s ethnic make-up included: 97.3% who classified themselves as
White and 1.33% who classified themselves as Black or African American, and 1.33%
who preferred not to answer.
Birth year of Participants. Participants were asked to select their birth year (to help the
researcher determine their age). The study’s youngest participant was born in 1993 (now
27 years old) and its eldest participant was born in 1954 (now is 66 years old). A majority
of participants 50.00% (n=74) indicated they were born between1954-1969, 50-66 years
of age and represent the bulk of this study.

Figure 4.2 Participant's Birth Year
Note. Participants indicated the year that they were born on the survey. Responses were
categorized by decade. There were zero respondents under the age of 27 or older than 66.
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Level of Education. Participant’s highest level of education was determined by
participants marking their highest level of degree obtained. Categories were established
by the widely accepted pay scale levels for increased pay for increased education used in
Nebraska. Within this participant sample, 57.7% of these rural elementary teachers have
obtained a master’s degree or higher. This sample fairly-well approximates the 53.47% of
rural elementary teachers across the state of Nebraska who have a master’s degree or
higher (CSMCE, 2020).

Figure 4.3 Highest Level of Education Obtained
Note. Rural Elementary Teachers are seeking out opportunities for advancement in their
education which results in advancement in their pay scale.
Current Teaching Position. Participants were asked to mark their current teaching
positions and all grade levels that applied. There was potential for some teachers
teaching more than one grade level. Pre-K through 6th grades and the term “other”
allowed for inclusivity of rural school districts that have 6th grade within their elementary
settings and specialty positions. When data was analyzed the term “multigrade” was used
within the Figure 4.4 to represent teachers who currently teach more than one grade level
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concurrently. These data indicated 12.7% or 9 participants (n=71) of this study question
fell within this category and their positions are: (1) K-8, (1) 1-8, (1) K-3, (1) 4-8, (2) 3-4,
and (3) 5-6.

Figure 4. 4 Current Teaching Position
Note. Teacher indication of the current teaching position. Most participants teach
between grades 2-4. A significant number of multi-grade teachers are in the sample.
Number of Years of Teaching Experience of the Participants. Table 4.1 presents an
analysis of the varying years of participant educator’s teaching experience. According to
these data, the majority of respondents had been teaching for 11 or more years. No data
was collected from teachers of 0-3 years teaching experience. Further study into why
that is the case is needed.
Table 4.1 Teaching Experience
Teaching Experience Levels
0-3 years of experience
4-10 years of experience
11+ years of experience

Frequency
0
10
61

Total

71 respondents

Percentage
0%
14%
86%
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Research Question #1 Findings
Question #1 asked: What is currently taking place across the state of Nebraska in the
form of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools, and Nebraska Extension?
Prior Knowledge and Use of Nebraska Extension. Though 89.6% of participants
reported they had heard of Nebraska Extension prior to this study only 62.7% reported
they have partnered with Nebraska Extension in the past. Of the 69 responses received,
when asked about partnering with Nebraska Extension for science instruction and
programming only 17 teachers (24.6%) had partnered for science instruction and
programming.
Defining Nebraska Extension. With the use of skip logic those participants who stated
they had heard of Nebraska Extension prior to this study answered the question, “What is
your definition of Nebraska Extension?” These responses were coded to help determine
the frequencies of two categories (a) the definition of Nebraska Extension and (b) the
Nebraska Extension’s population focus. Thus, responses to this question are organized in
two tables, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. In Table 4.2, 85% of participants defined Nebraska
Extension as something besides 4-H. Participants who stated 4-H specifically were
categorized as such. Participants who specifically named agriculture education was
categorized as such. In Table 4.3 58.4% of participants defined the focus population as
the whole community and 40.1% of participants defined the population focus as for
youth. Population focuses were based on participant response statements and the
populations they mentioned within their response. 4-H is different between Table 4.2 and
4.3 because the respondent added information about how “4-H involves the whole
community”.
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Table 4. 2 Definition of Nebraska Extension
Definition of Nebraska Extension
4-H
Classroom Education Resource that Extends
Learning
Community Programs for Agriculture Education
Community Resource for Outreach Programming
Not Sure
Total

Frequency
8
17
13
21
1
60
respondents

Percentage
13.3%
28.3%
21.7%
35%
1.7%

Table 4. 3 Nebraska Extension Focus Population
Nebraska Extension Focus Population
4-H
All Youth
School Population
Community Population
Agriculture Community
Not Sure
Total

Frequency
7
7
10
22
13
1
60
respondents

Percentage
11.7%
11.7%
16.7%
36.7%
21.7%
1.7%
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Nebraska Extension’s Role and Mission. Sixty participants responded to the questions
about the role and mission of Nebraska Extension? Of these, 66.7% indicated they
considered “learning” as a main role and mission of Nebraska Extension as seen in Table
4.4 in the categories of (a) Provide Research Based Learning Opportunities and
Community Resources and (b) Serve as an Education Resource and Support for Schools.
Key words that were shared throughout the participants responses: awareness, learning,
enhancement, opportunities, resources, experts, connecting, and support. These words
provide the perceived action to the Nebraska Extension mission.
Table 4. 4 Nebraska Extension's Role and Mission
Nebraska Extension Role and Mission
Provide Community Historical Awareness and
Future Enhancement of Nebraska
Provide Research Based Learning Opportunities
and Community Resources
Connecting Community People to Experts
Establish Agriculture Awareness and Support
Serve as an Education Resource and Support for
Schools
Mission Statement from Nebraska Extension
Website was Provided
Not Sure
Total

Frequency
5

Percentage
8.3%

22

36.7%

1
12
18

1.7%
20%
30%

1

1.7%

1
60
respondents

1.7%
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Nebraska Extension’s Role Partnering with Public Schools. Fifty-two participants
responded to the question: “What is Nebraska Extension’s role in partnering with public
schools?”. According to this data 50% of these responses reflected that “enhancement to
learning” was a role that Nebraska Extension could provide through the 26.9% of
responses that Nebraska Extension can “provide outside opportunities and resources” and
23.1% of responses indicated that Nebraska Extension’s role is to “educate and enhance
student learning”.
Table 4. 5 Nebraska Extension's Role Partnering with Public Schools
Nebraska Extension’s Role in Partnering with
Public Schools
Provide Outside Opportunities and Resources
To support schools in meeting grade level
Standards
To Educate and Enhance Student Learning
Provide After School Programs
Help Develop Well Rounded Citizens
Bring Expertise to Classroom on Various Topics
Provide Agriculture Education
Serve as additional Adult Role Models
Not Sure
Total

Frequency

Percentage

14
3

26.9%
5.8%

12
2
6
7
3
1
4
52
respondents

23.1%
3.8%
11.5%
13.5%
5.8%
1.9%
7.7%
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Teachers’ Knowledge about Nebraska Extension Programming. Participants were
asked to indicate if they knew about the current programming listed on the Nebraska
Extension website currently available for schools and youth. If they indicated, they did,
they were asked to indicate one example of the program. If they did not know about a
program, they indicated with NA. The data indicates that 4-H and School Enrichment
programs are widely known by teachers.
Table 4. 6 Current Knowledge of Nebraska Extension Programming
Types of Programs

4-H
School Enrichment
After School Programs
Interest Programs
Other Extension
Programming

# of
responses

52
52
51
51
51

% of Teachers
who have
knowledge of
program=Yes
80.8%
69.2%
45.1%
17.6%
7.8%

% of Teachers
who have not
heard of the
program=No
19.2%
30.8%
54.9%
82.4%
92.2%

Connecting with Nebraska Extension. These 52 educator participants were asked to
indicate who would they contact at Nebraska Extension. According to this data, the
majority (50%) of participants named a specific person indicating a personal relationship
with their extension educators.
Table 4. 7 Who to Contact at Nebraska Extension
Who to contact at Nebraska Extension
Specific person named
County Extension office named
Within school point contact
I don’t know
Total

Frequency
26
13
3
10
52
respondents

Percent
50%
25%
5.8%
19.2%
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Preferred Contact Method. Participants were asked to choose their preferred method of
Nebraska Extension contact. Table 4.8 displays that the majority of educators prefer
contact by email and secondly by phone call. Interesting to note is that two educator
participants suggested they were not interested in a partnership with Nebraska Extension
because they already had an ongoing partnership with Nebraska Extension and because
current CoVid-19 regulations would prohibit such a partnership.
Table 4. 8 Educator Contact Preferences with Nebraska Extension
My preferred method to make contact with
Nebraska Extension would be through:
A phone call
Email
Website contact
In Person
I am not interested in a partnership
Total

Frequency
9
45
1
1
3
59
respondents

Percentage
15.3%
76.3%
1.7%
1.7%
5.0%
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Teachers’ Reasons for Contacting Nebraska Extension. Participants were asked to
give a reason for why they would contact Nebraska Extension for their classroom. Here,
a majority of responses indicated teachers sought some type of enhancement for
classroom learning primarily through interactive and specific topic activities.
Table 4. 9 Teachers' Reasons for Contacting Nebraska Extension
Teachers’ Reasons for Contacting Nebraska
Extension
Gather information about available programs
Interactive and Specific topic Activities
Enhancement of Current classroom learning
Field trips and presentations
For Supplemental resources
To bring in Expert knowledge
Create outdoor learning experiences
Not sure
Total

Frequency
5
17
10
7
5
4
2
3
53
respondents

Percentage
9.4%
32.1%
18.9%
13.2%
9.4%
7.5%
3.8%
5.7%

Nebraska Extension Partnership Experience and the Impact on Science Instruction.
Following the skip logic survey design, participants (N=69) answered a question to
indicate whether or not that they had partnered with Nebraska Extension for science
specifically. In a follow-up question, participants then indicated reasons for their science
partnership (or non-partnership) with Nebraska Extension. These responses were
categorized and then frequencies were determined. Of the 69 responses, only 17 (24.6%)
of participants had previously partnered with Nebraska Extension for science.
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Table 4. 10 I partnered with Nebraska Extension for Science because...
I partnered with Nebraska Extension for Science
because…
Curriculum/Standards alignment
Extension of classroom learning
Field trip/educational opportunity
University Exposure
Past positive experience with Nebraska Extension
Total

Frequency
5
3
5
1
3
17
respondents

Percentage
29.4%
17.6%
29.4%
5.9%
17.6%

Table 4. 11 I have NOT Partnered with Nebraska Extension for Science
Because...
I have NOT partnered with Nebraska Extension
for science because…
CoVid cancelled it
School has not provided opportunity
I don’t teach science
Lack of time
Have partnered but not for science
Not enough information about Nebraska
Extension
Never considered it
No interest
Total

Frequency

Percentage

1
2
6
13
5
13

1.9%
3.8%
11.5%
25%
9.6%
25%

2
10
52
respondents

3.8%
19.2%
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Partnership impact on Science instruction. Respondents were asked whether or not
they had partnered with Nebraska Extension, how did it impact science instruction?
Some respondents (n=32) explained the indicated the impact in their partnering with
Nebraska Extension had on science instruction. Given that only 17 respondents indicated
they had partnered with Nebraska Extension for science in a previous question, it seems,
an additional 15 individuals partnered with Nebraska Extension for other reasons linked
to science.
Table 4. 12 Nebraska Extension Impact on Science Instruction
Nebraska Extension Partnership and its impact on
Science instruction
Introduction to local community careers
Local expert knowledge shared
High engagement, interactive, deeper student
Understanding
Introduction to new technologies and real-world
Application
Connections to curriculum and standards
Information about 4-H
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percent

1
2
10

3.1%
6.3%
31.3%

7

9.1%

8
1
3
32
respondents

25%
3.1%
9.4%
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Research Question #2 Findings
Question #2: From the rural teacher perspective, what system and program structures
would improve-on or strengthen current public elementary school and Nebraska
Extension partnerships?
Partnership Development Between Schools and Nebraska Extension. Participant
educators were asked about what types of partnerships they would like to see in the future
from Nebraska Extension. In response, some participants (n= 50) provided some
suggestions. According to the data participants found it important that the programming
(a) provided specific topics relevant to local school needs and (b) aligned with Nebraska
science standards and Nebraska based resources. The data also represents a high number
of individuals unsure of what this partnership could look like for schools and Nebraska
Extension.
Table 4. 13 Future Partnerships Between Schools and Nebraska Extension
Potential Future Partnerships with Nebraska
Extension
Provide Specific topic programs relevant to local
schools’ needs
Continue to do what you already are
Increase STEM, Career, and Enrichment
Opportunities
More after school opportunities
Align programming with NE science standards
and NE based resources
Provide Expert Knowledge on various topics and
Fields
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percentage

11

22%

4
6

8%
12%

1
10

2%
20%

3

6%

15
50
respondents

30%
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Reasons Partnership Would Help Science Instruction. Participants were provided an
opportunity to explain how they thought a Nebraska Extension partnership might help
science instruction. Table 4.14 provides participants’ (n=49) list of categorical reasons
this partnership would be helpful for science instruction. According to these data 24.5%
believe this partnership would create a support system for activities and opportunities
within Nebraska. Indicated in the data was also the change in Science Standards and
Nebraska Extension expertise in inquiry. Respondents are stated that this partnership
could create a connection across all Nebraska Education systems.
Table 4. 14 Reasons Partnership with Nebraska Extension
would Help Science Instruction

Reasons Partnership would be helpful for Science
Instruction
Rural Schools need help and resources
Creates a support system for activities and
opportunities in Nebraska
New Science Standards changed focus to inquiry a
Nebraska Extension expertise
Educators can teach agents about classroom
Management
Exposes students to science and new careers in
their community
Creates a Science Instruction and Engagement
bond across all NE education systems
To Extend Teachers’ and students’ depth of
knowledge on topics
To improve Agriculture knowledge across
Nebraska
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percent

3
12

6.1%
24.5%

9

18.4%

1

2.0%

3

6.1%

9

18.4%

6

12.2%

1

2.0%

15
49
respondents

30%
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Strengthening the Partnership between Schools and Nebraska Extension.
Participants were asked to share what they thought needed to take place to strengthen the
partnership between Schools and Nebraska Extension. Of the participants (n=50)
responses the data revealed that the primary needs for strengthening the partnership is
increased two-way communication and planning between Nebraska Extension, Teachers,
and School Administration and more information provided about Nebraska Extension
programming at the university and local levels.
Table 4. 15 Strengthening the Partnership between Schools
and Nebraska Extension

Needs to strengthen Future Partnerships Between
Nebraska Extension and Schools
Funding-Program accessibility for all
Teachers’ Needs assessment to inform Nebraska
Extension
Increased communication and planning between
Nebraska Extension, Teachers, and School
Leadership
Extension Agents receive some teacher training
Extension Agents lead their own programs
Outreach on Nebraska Science Standards
More information available about local and
university level programs and resources
Continued success
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percent

5
1

10%
2%

16

32%

2
3
2
10

4%
6%
4%
20%

4
7
50
respondents

8%
14%
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Bridging Communication Between Schools and Nebraska Extension. Participants
were provided the opportunity to explain what would help to improve the communication
between the schools and Nebraska Extension. The data revealed that notifying teachers
directly in person, by email, or through Facebook would bridge communication the most.
Secondly, easy access to information about Nebraska Extension is of high importance.
Table 4. 16 Bridging Communication between Nebraska Extension and Schools
Bridging Communication Between Nebraska
Extension and Schools
Information and Easier Access to what is
Offered
Communication through Administration
Find an Advocate within each school to
support cause
Notify Teachers in person, by email,
Facebook group about opportunities
Create a list of local and University programs
Available
Provide Teacher In-service workshops
Continue what you are doing
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percentage

11

22%

3
1

6%
2%

17

34%

5

10%

3
3
7
50
respondents

6%
6%
14%
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Rationale for Using Supplemental Resources for the Classroom. Participants were
asked to explain what influences their decisions about which supplemental resources to
use in their classroom. The data revealed that time and money were the biggest influence
on a teachers’ decision to use supplemental resources. Secondly, the data revealed
connecting to a Teacher’s science standards is a leading factor in choice of supplemental
materials.
Table 4. 17 Rationale for Using Supplemental Resources for the Classroom
Influences deciding what supplemental
resources to access for science
Time and Money
Awareness of Materials
Quality and Expertise of Lesson
Connection to Science Standards
Interesting Topics and Resources
Exposure beyond classroom
Ease of planning
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency
14
2
4
11
8
2
2
5
48
respondents

Percentage
29.2%
4.2%
8.3%
22.9%
16.7%
4.2%
4.2%
10.4%
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Supplemental Resources Used for Science Instruction. Participants were asked to list
up to three supplemental resources they used for science instruction. A total of 54
different types of resources were listed and 21 participants listed not applicable indicating
they do not use supplemental resources due to time, money, or newly adopted curriculum.
Nebraska Extension and Education Service Units are listed as a supplemental resource
being used for Science Instruction by teachers in the state of Nebraska.
Table 4. 18 Supplemental Resources Used for Science Instruction
Types of Supplemental Resources Listed
Nebraska Extension
Nebraska Farm Bureau-Ag in the Classroom
Education Service Units-Kits, KICKS, OER
Resources
Mystery Science/Doug
Kid Science Magazines and Newspapers
Videos
Online Resources and Virtual Programs
Cutting Edge Technology Equipment
Other
Not Applicable (due to New curriculum, Time,
Etc.)
Total Responses of supplemental resources= 75

Frequency
7
1
11

Percentage
9%
1%
15%

6
12
4
6
3
4
21

8%
16%
5%
8%
4%
5%
28%
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School Administration Support of Nebraska Extension Programming for Science.
Participants were given the opportunity to explain what programming their school
administration would support for science instruction. Teachers data indicated that
programming connections to the science standards was of upmost importance and then
secondly that their administration would support almost any program available that
provided resources and support to the school. Of those respondents who responded they
were unsure about their administration’s support for Nebraska Extension programming
for science elaborated further by stating “They have new administration this current
school year.”
Table 4. 19 School Administration Support of Nebraska Extension
Programming for Science
Nebraska Extension Programming supported by
School Administration for Science
Connects to Science Standards
Would support almost any program
Free to little cost
Follows Teacher Recommendations
Specific to the Science Topic
Career Focused
Science Activities connected to literacy
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency
14
10
1
2
3
1
1
15
47
respondents

Percent
29.8%
21.3%
2.1%
4.3%
6.4%
2.1%
2.1%
31.9%
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Future Online Resources That Would Benefit Remote or Distance Learning. Due to
the digital nature of education in a CoVid-19 world the researcher added this question to
the survey. Participants were given opportunity to share what kinds of online resources
would be beneficial for them and their students. Of the teacher responses (n=47) the data
revealed that a fourth of the educators are unsure of what would benefit them for online
learning. The second most stated need for online resources the data revealed was for
development of online videos, programs, or demonstrations that met the Nebraska
Science Standards.
Table 4. 20 Future Online Resources That Would Benefit Remote
or Distance Learning
Future Online Resources that would benefit
remote or distance learning
Bank of teacher resources
Kid friendly independent online resources
Online classes
Virtual Field Trips
Hands on Activities
Videos, programs, demonstrations that meet NE
Science Standards
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percent

7
6
5
6
1
10

14.9%
12.8%
10.6%
12.8%
1.3%
21.3%

12
47
respondents

25.5%
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Workshops for Teachers Topics. Participants were asked if they thought it would be
beneficial for Nebraska Extension to have Teacher Workshops. While 70.83% of
participants (n=48) indicated “yes” they would find workshops beneficial, 29.17% (n=20)
indicated teacher workshops would not be beneficial. Of the respondents (n=28) who
provided feedback of the kinds of workshop topics they would find beneficial. The data
indicated that 42.9% of participants were generally interested in gaining more
information about Nebraska Extension programs and resources.
Table 4. 21 Teacher Workshop Topics
Workshop Topics for Teachers
Early Childhood Topics
4-H
STEM Activities
Specific Science Topics
Information about programming and resource
Availability
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency
1
1
1
5
12
8
28
respondents

Percent
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
17.9%
42.9%
28.6%
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Preparation for Nebraska Extension Personnel for Classrooms. Participants (n=49)
were asked to share what they thought Nebraska Extension personnel needed to be
prepared for when coming to their classrooms. The data indicated three major areas of
preparation for Nebraska Extension personnel prior to coming into the schools: (a)
classroom management strategies and understanding of classroom layouts, (b)
understanding of how to engage students in interactive lessons, and (c) being prepared for
student questions.
Table 4. 22 Preparation for Nebraska Extension Personnel
Needed Preparation for Nebraska Extension
Personnel for Classrooms
Understand CoVid regulations
Types of Classroom Management and Layouts
Student Engagement and Interactive Lessons
Deep Knowledge of Topic to Meet Science
Standards
Understand Diverse Learners and their Needs
Preparation for Student questions
Eagerness to Learn and Be Flexible
Time Management
Not sure or Not applicable
Total

Frequency

Percent

3
11
7
4

6.1%
22.4%
14.3%
8.2%

2
6
3
2
8
49
respondents

4.1%
12.2%
6.1%
4.1%
16.3%

Summary
In this Chapter, data analysis methods and study results have been presented.
These data describe rural elementary teachers’ perspective about the current partnership
and potential future partnerships between Nebraska Extension and their Rural Elementary
Schools for Science Instruction. Data was represented primarily in frequencies to present
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the categories that teachers responded with on the evaluative study. In the next chapter
the implications of these results will be discussed in a call to action for Nebraska
Extension and Nebraska Rural elementary schools to develop strong(er) partnerships that
allow for their combined resources and expertise to further the Nebraska Science
Standards (NCCRS-S) reform and implementation. The limitations and potential future
studies of this study will also be discussed.
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction Summary of Study
As this Evaluative study’s data collection began, the Sioux County Schools motto
hung above my desk served as the focus of this study to inform quality science
opportunities for all students in the state of Nebraska by partnering community resources
(NE, 2020) and our rural elementary schools. Sioux County Schools, a PK-12 district in
in Harrison, NE with a population of 90, represents the second smallest district in the
state of Nebraska. Their motto reads, “One who looks for limitations will not see the
possibilities.” This study bares this motto throughout.
The research literature review conducted prior to this study describes an ongoing
uphill battle for science education reform in the United States due to the perceived and
apparent limitations of our school systems and educators within our schools. This
particular study was situated within continuing science reform in Nebraska [during
implementation of new state science standards (NCCRS-S)].
In this study, the researcher sought to evaluate current connections between
Nebraska Extension and elementary teachers in Nebraska Rural Schools and to inform
expansion of the connections/partnerships that would provide valuable support for
elementary science instruction. The possibilities as referenced in the Sioux County
Schools motto, seemed especially appropriate given the expected benefit of place-based
resources to augment science learning (Sobel, 2004). As Science education reform takes
shape in the state of Nebraska with the recent adoption of NCCRS-S in 2018, educators
must be reminded that continuing to do the same-old-same-old will not produce the
future envisioned for our students in the area of science education. As education
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professionals reach beyond the status quo for new possibilities, it is not productive to
dwell on the limitations of individual communities, individual schools, and individual
teachers as it will mask the opportunities these same communities hold possible within
their respective areas (Sanders, 2006). Current research literature documents this time of
great change in science education. Change of approach, change of expectation, and
change of teacher and projects that this will lead to change in our students’ knowledge of
science (Goodpaster, et.al.,2012; Liang & Gabel, 2005).
In sum, this evaluative study points to the strategic interplay of two systems-Rural Public Elementary Schools and Nebraska Extension—to enable a partnership that
could turn into a state-wide support network for both systems. This evaluative study
confirmed that developing a partnership is a viable option available in all counties due to
Nebraska Extension’s mission and purpose and teachers’ interest in developing a
partnership that supports science instruction. Overall, the data showed, the need for
improved communication between these two systems who have been working parallel to
one another in the past, who have both moved forward in very similar structure and who
are now ready to be connected.
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
Study findings and conclusions are presented here below and organized by the
two guiding research questions.
Research Question #1
Question one focused on current practices of Nebraska Extension and Elementary
Schools partnerships with research question focused on current teacher practice and
knowledge of Nebraska Extension: What is currently taking place across the state of
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Nebraska in the form of partnerships between rural, public elementary schools and
Nebraska Extension?
Prior Knowledge of Nebraska Extension. Participants responded that 89.6% of them
had heard of Extension prior to this study but only 24.6% had partnered with Nebraska
Extension for science instruction. Currently, teachers define Nebraska Extension as a
community resource for outreach programming and secondly, as a classroom education
resource that extends learning. A majority of participants saw Extension’s target as
services to the whole community population. Teachers’ perception was that Nebraska
Extension’s role and mission primarily fell in two categories: to (1) provide researchbased learning opportunities and community resources and (2) serve as an education
resource and support for schools. Within the schools 50% of teachers felt that Nebraska
Extension’s role in the partnership was to “enhance student learning” by providing
unique opportunities and resources. Of the teachers who had heard of Nebraska
Extension prior to this study 80.8% of them knew about 4-H programming and 69.2%
knew about some type of opportunities for School Enrichment.
Contacting Nebraska Extension. When connecting with Nebraska Extension, half of the
participants stated they would contact a specifically named person and over 75% of
teachers preferred method of contact was through email (if they only could choose one
method). The majority of teachers indicated that they would contact Nebraska Extension
for some type of enhancement for the current classroom learning that was taking place.
The data also determined that a majority of teachers are in need of more information
about the resources available from Nebraska Extension and need streamlined
communication and easy access to information about resources. Statements from several
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participants indicated they did not know about Nebraska Extension but would like more
information. The researcher concluded that current communication practices (e.g. in
person, web-based, email, paper flyers), needs to be developed further in a manner that
keeps a teacher’s approach to communication in the forefront.
Nebraska Extension and Science Instruction. Of those teachers who had partnered
with Nebraska Extension prior to this study they primarily did it because (a) the
experience was aligned to their curriculum and standards or (b) it provided a field
trip/unique educational opportunity. Of those teachers who have NOT partnered with
Nebraska Extension prior to this study, their primary reasons for non-involvement were
defined by (a) lack of time in their classroom and (b) not enough information about what
Nebraska Extension has to offer. Teachers reported that their partnerships with Nebraska
Extension had an impact on their science instruction. This impact was evidenced by
students’ high engagement, interactive response, and deeper understanding of the
curriculum and NCCRS-S.
Research Question #2
Question two focused on gathering rural elementary teachers’ ideas and suggestions
about future partnerships with Nebraska Extension: From the rural teacher perspective,
what system and program structures would improve-on or strengthen current public
elementary schools and Nebraska Extension partnerships? This evaluative study revealed
three key patterns that Nebraska Extension and rural public schools might explore
regarding the future improvement and strengthening of the current partnership between
Nebraska Extension and rural elementary schools.
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In a first pattern of survey responses, over half of the participants indicated a need
to increase time and opportunity for communication and planning between Nebraska
Extension, teachers, and school leadership. This change would allow for more
communication about program opportunities and the development of new opportunities.
Teachers added a few suggestions about how to strengthen that communication bridge.
One teacher suggested Nebraska Extension notify teachers in person, by email, or
develop a Facebook group about opportunities that teachers could join. Another teacher
suggested Nebraska Extension might organize teacher workshops on in-service days
(Teacher Professional Development days) wherein Nebraska Extension would be invited
into the schools to explain the opportunities Nebraska Extension has to offer in the forms
of programming and resources for their local schools.
The second pattern of responses highlighted the need for Nebraska Extension to
align any programming with the Nebraska Science Standards NCCRS-S and serve as an
enhancement to the current science lessons required within the classroom. Further,
teachers saw Nebraska Extension as a valuable source of expert knowledge and resources
that are not currently found within the school and its curriculum and expressed a need for
unique opportunities that Nebraska Extension could bring to the classroom about their
local and state community. Suggested opportunities that emerged from the data were in
the areas of leadership, potential careers, agriculture, STEM experiences, and expert
knowledge on specific scientific topics. Teachers recognized that they do not have
expertise on all topics that they teach, and a partnership would allow for students and
themselves (the teacher) to develop deeper understanding of topics that Nebraska
Extension could bring into their classrooms. This knowledge would also connect
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students’ learning to real-world and local experiences contributing to the Nebraska
Connections found within NCCRS-S.
The third pattern of responses that emerged from this data suggested teachers do
see Nebraska Extension as a viable option for supplemental resources. In fact, some
listed Nebraska Extension as a supplemental resource they already use. Teachers shared
in their open responses that they want Nebraska Extension to continue to bring unique
opportunities into the school. Thus, teachers expected Nebraska Extension’s unique
approach to inquiry and types of resources would enhance the learning currently taking
place in the classroom.
Implications for Practice
Answering the questions of current practice and future practice the data revealed
key implications for continued exploration and potential areas for development.
Theoretical Implications. Throughout the teacher’s responses there is a theoretical
implication that connects to Sobel’s place-based learning. Categories throughout the data
placed an emphasis on (a) connecting to their local community’s unique phenomena, (b)
providing students opportunities to apply their knowledge within their community, (c)
providing students an opportunity to recognize potential careers, and (d) real world
problem solving of what takes place within their community. Teachers’ also referenced
the importance for Nebraska Extension programming to focus on and connect with the
NCCRS-S. NCCRS-S’ Nebraska connections (such as the Sandhill Crane migration) and
citizen science connections (water and soil conservation). Teachers reiterated that they
would want the partnership programming to connect to local/state phenomena, and to
provide unique experiences that lay within the state of Nebraska. Teachers’ emphasized
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that this local community connection is beneficial to the students as it allows students to
see the relevance in their learning through local phenomena, provides a deeper
understanding of their community needs, builds relationships with people, and the unique
opportunities that Nebraska provides for their future. Many teachers’ responses spoke to
the development of well-rounded future citizens who are connected to their community
that equates to the benefits that Sobel’s (2004) Place Based Education emphasizes.
Practical Implications. The key, practical implication for this study points to the real
benefits of increased and improved partnership between the Nebraska Public School
System and Nebraska Extension. These systems already function in parallel endeavors
(as seen in Figure 5.1). One can easily note interplay in their focus populations and their
missions-to educate the public with research-based practices. Both systems want to
develop future citizens who are educated and actively involved in their communities.
The differences take place in the approach and parameters in which they currently can
function. Both systems can keep their individual identity and collaborate by sharing in
their mission and developing a practice that works for both systems. That interplay can
take place within the Nebraska connections of NCCRS-S. Evaluative data in this study
found that teachers’ already respect the unique opportunities that Nebraska Extension
could provide in the schools. They don’t want Nebraska Extension to change the actual
opportunities. Teachers in this study indicated they seek to partner, to communicate, and
determine how those opportunities align with their Nebraska Education Systems required
NCCRS-S and what other opportunities could be developed together.
Benefits of Partnership. There are several real benefits for schools (teachers and
children) and Nebraska Extension personnel, and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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Now is the time for our schools to make adjustments to science instruction to align with
the NCCRS-S. This partnership is an opportunity for Nebraska Extension to support the
development of teachers’ confidence in their science self-efficacy by providing
professional development opportunities (Zinger, et al. 2020) focused on specific science
expertise. Teachers need the science expertise support in developing real-world
experiences that explore local phenomena (Smith & Sobel, 2010). Students need to have
opportunities to connect their learning locally (Sanders, 2006, Sobel, 2004, Smith &
Sobel, 2010, Epstein, 2019). For Nebraska Extension it is in their Land Grant Mission to
educate their community with research-based practices. The time is now for Nebraska
Extension to continue looking into increasing time in rural schools as they have no need
to re-create the wheel but only the package in which their programs are delivered. As the
data revealed teachers appreciate any available resources that will enhance the learning
taking place in their classrooms, and they are appreciative of the unique programming
currently offered by Nebraska Extension. Teachers’ greatest needs are easier access to
information about Nebraska Extension programming and Nebraska Extension
materials/resources that are aligned with NCRRS-S. This provides a unique opportunity
for Nebraska Extension to stay relevant at the local community level across Nebraska by
enhancing elementary science learning leading to the education of future Extension
personnel (career), and developing relationships with future consumers—so our youngest
citizens will grow up knowing Nebraska Extension-UNL as their primary information
source in their community.
Future Implications. This evaluative study provides an understanding that there is
teacher interest within the State to enhance the partnership between rural elementary
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schools and Nebraska Extension. With a response rate of 18.3% to this study during a
pandemic it is a possibility that this response rate could have been higher. With
approximately 30% of counties represented in this study one might expect there is great
opportunity for further development of this partnership across the state of Nebraska.
Further, these study results suggest the importance of collaborative partnerships between
teachers and Nebraska Extension in the crafting of future resources and opportunities.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study. The main strengths of this study lays in the
vast amount of collected survey data that could lead to future research. This study as
presented in this dissertation, shared the frequencies of categorical response, but the data
collected is multilayered (as participants had opportunity to volunteer for a future study).
Notably, 12 teachers indicated such response.
This study provided potential opportunity for a high impact on science instruction
across the state and at the local level moving forward science education reform. With the
interest apparent from participants’ responses, this work can allow for the development of
quality partnerships across the state of Nebraska that focuses on place-based education at
their local levels. These opportunities will help to define NCCRS-S Science connections
(in current and future Nebraska Extension resources).
With the use of an innovative sampling method, this evaluative study provided an
unbiased diverse sampling group as the data is representative of teachers from across the
state of Nebraska allowing for 30% of counties and 50 rural elementary schools
represented.
Finally, another strength of this study is that it represents high novelty as it is the
first of its kind in that the survey was developed from a teacher perspective about
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partnerships between Nebraska Extension and rural elementary schools. Currently this
study is the largest data collection of its kind and can serve as a baseline for future studies
and replications.
The weaknesses of this study include, missing data from 0-3-year experienced
teachers (as no teachers in this category submitted a response). Looking to the future, the
researcher would recommend determining the percentage of 0-3-year experienced
teachers that is possible within your study prior to the study to determine if it’s a matter
of low population or another circumstance that novice teachers are not responding.
Due to the CoVid-19 Pandemic, the survey time period became a weakness (as it
had to be being altered from the Spring to summer due to unusual circumstances with
CoVid-19). This change could have impacted the response rate as it is widely accepted
that teachers are unlikely to check their emails during the summer months. The researcher
chose to extend data collection by two weeks to allow for teachers to respond in their
own timeframe (and made this decision based on a noticed pattern that responses came in
at a higher rate as the summer progressed). In future studies the researcher would suggest
collecting data mid fall or mid spring of the elementary academic school year.
Recommendations
Future Research. This unique, teacher-perspective study of elementary science
teachers’ experience with, understanding of, and recommendations for Nebraska
Extension provides evaluative guidance for expanding partnerships with Nebraska’s rural
elementary public schools. As this study is the first of its kind, there is an abundant
amount of future research that could be considered.
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First, this evaluative study reported baseline descriptive data though future
research reports will provide opportunity for correlation, ANOVA, and cross-tabulations
of individual participant’s response patterns. These studies would expand on individual
responses to consider regional pockets of collective perceptions of Nebraska Extension
partnerships.
A second option for future research, might look broadly at Nebraska Extension as
a whole (or look narrowly at the practice of a few Nebraska Extension agents). This
study might ask: How and when do Nebraska Extension faculty choose to partner with
schools? What practices encourage mutually beneficial partnership practices? This study
approach would enable researchers to gain a broader view on the perspectives of the
interactions between the rural schools and Nebraska Extension systems. Allowing for the
finding of intersecting and common thoughts between both systems, enabling future
development of connections between Nebraska Extension and rural elementary schools.
A third study option might endeavor to define current Nebraska Extension
partnerships that are already showing great promise throughout the state, by doing a
follow up to this study, as exploring those partnerships that have been described by
participants through statements of strong support in this first study. This study might ask:
What practices are these Extension agents currently having success within the schools?
and what backgrounds of expertise do they possess that has lent to their practices?
While the current study used Nebraska Extension County office proximity as a
means to determine an unbiased sample, the researcher did not seek to explore how
distance played-out in terms of teachers’ choice to partner or not partner with Nebraska
Extension. Thus, a fourth future study option might explore the ways location influences
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Nebraska Rural Schools’ partnerships with Nebraska Extension. This study might ask:
Does a teacher’s proximity to Educational Service Units and Extension County offices
influence their participation in a Nebraska Extension partnership? As 50% of participants
named an individual as their contact for Nebraska Extension, it would be an interesting
approach to use social mapping research for further understanding of this proximity. If
they are specifically naming individuals, why are these people prominent and what makes
them impactful agents?
Future Practice. With the information gathered from this study next steps could be as
follows: (1) A plan of action for the partnership as seen in Figure 5.1 needs to be
developed. Each County Extension Office/Rural Elementary school should develop an
Action Team for Partnerships (ATP) (Epstein, 2019) comprised of Extension personnel,
Community stakeholders, School Leadership, and teachers to develop guidelines for the
improvement/or creation of partnerships between Nebraska Extension and their local
elementary schools. Epstein’s (2019) Comprehensive Framework is a research-based
approach that has proven to be successful in rural and urban settings and its success is
inclusive of socioeconomic and minority group diversity. (2) A team of Teachers and
Extension educators could be developed to support Nebraska Extension establish
NCCRS-S connections to Nebraska Extensions current resources and programming.
These will help Nebraska Extension understand grade bands of use for their programming
and develop understanding for creation of standards-based materials for the future. Once
these connections are determined an organized website by standards for teachers could be
designed and serve as an information hub for teachers about Nebraska Extension
programming and resource availability for their classrooms. (3) As the data expressed
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rural teachers are interested in taking college courses as it impacts their pay scale.
Consideration should be made to design two graduate level courses one for classroom
teachers and a second for Nebraska Extension personnel. Course focuses for teachers
would be in what Extension can offer as enhancements/supplements for their classroom,
how to develop inquiry lessons, and the use of local phenomena to explore NCCRS-S.
Course focuses for Nebraska Extension personnel would be on NCCRS-S, the 3
dimensions of NGSS, the 5E Model, education terminology, and classroom management.
Ideally these two courses would begin with the two strands of participants—one
classroom teachers and the other Nebraska Extension personnel—and then end the course
merged allowing for the development of a partnership and programming product for their
local area. This time to work together would establish working groups across the state
and provide pockets for developing and building a state-wide partnership network
between Nebraska Extension and rural public elementary schools.
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Teacher and Community Partnership Development
Model-National to Local

Public School
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NGSS
Department of
Education Funding,
Legislature
NSTA, ASTE, Science
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Nebraska Department of
Educations, State
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School Board
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Implementation
School Administration
District Curriculum
Decisions
Community
Input/Support

Classroom Teacher
Curriculum Instruction
Community& Students
Support
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Shared
Mission To
Educate via
Research Based
Practices

Develop Funding
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Create/Study
Community
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Grant Funding
access for Pilot
Programs
Support of
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and University
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Develop Epstein's
(2019) Action Plan
Choose Pilot groups
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Implementation of
action plan and
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Land Grant
University SystemNebraska Extension

Land Grant
University Laws,
United States
Department of
Agriculture, USA
Legislation

Nebraska University
System, State
Legislation,
UNL Board of Regents,
University Extension
Administration,

Regional Exetnsion
Administration
County Extension
Offices
Regional Programming
Decisions
Community
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Extension Educator and
staff
Local community
programming
Relevant based on
community input and
support
School opportunities

Figure 5. 1 Teacher and Community Partnership Development Model-National to Local
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Note. Figure 5.1 describes the current systems of Public-School Systems and the Land
Grant University System on the outside edges of the figure. In the center column is the
abbreviated needs that need to be accomplished by each part of the system for the
development of the Teacher and Community partnerships between these two systems.
Conclusion
This study, and future studies like this one, are vitally important to creating
community partnerships--one of three spheres of influence in a student’s learning
(Epstein, 2019). The researcher of this study was looking to inform the community
partners in Nebraska Extension about the driving forces that impact teachers’ choices and
suggest structures that might increase the likelihood of a teacher choosing to partner with
Nebraska Extension. Providing support is of upmost importance for the rural elementary
teachers, as they currently navigate the new NCCRS-S that provides innovative science
lessons for their students.
Synthesis and dissemination of the data from this evaluative study will be useful
to education policy makers, school administration, elementary teachers, and Nebraska
Extension personnel. First, these results will help continue the conversation on how we
can create partnerships for the betterment of science education and instruction. Thus,
information found through this project will serve as a foundational study to inform the
improvement of community partnerships between Nebraska Extension and our
elementary schools. Secondly, this study can be replicated at the national level and may
serve as the catalyst for future studies nation-wide to examine driving forces that impact
teacher choice in connecting and developing extension partnerships to support their
science instruction as we look beyond limitations and envision the possibilities for our
youngest citizens.
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Finally, the researcher notes, that “Children may be just a portion of a nation’s
population, but they are 100 percent of its future” (Price, 2008, p. 127). Thus, the
researcher fervently hopes the study will help to inform and increase the community
partnerships between Nebraska Extension and rural elementary schools so that all
teachers may be supported in providing improved science instruction for every child.
Following this process, the researcher expects the future possibility of a science literate
world will emerge.
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APPENDIX B CONSENT, RIGHT TO RECEIVE COPY

By Clicking and moving on to the specific survey instrument, you certify that you
have decided to participate having read and understood the information presented. Print
or save this page for your records.
Name of Principal Investigator: Tammera J. Mittelstet, M.Ed. Principal Investigator
Phone: (402)-472-2231 Email: tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
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APPENDIX C INITIAL E-MAIL INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE

Hello Elementary Rural Educators.
I would like to invite you to complete a brief survey to help us better understand
the current community partnerships between 4H Youth Extension/Nebraska Extension
county offices and Rural Elementary Schools across the state of Nebraska. The purpose
of this survey will be to inform future initiatives that involve 4H Youth
Extension/Nebraska Extension and rural Elementary School community
partnerships across the state of Nebraska. Your experiences as documented will provide
researchers an insight into what partnerships are currently taking place between Nebraska
Extension and rural elementary schools. This study will also provide a collective voice to
the desires of rural elementary teachers for the future partnerships of rural schools and
Nebraska Extension.
The online survey should take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. Please
review the attached letter of consent before proceeding. If you are willing to participate,
please proceed by clicking on the survey link provided. Please feel free to contact me
with any questions. Thank you for considering completing this survey.

Tammera J. Mittelstet Doctoral Candidate Teaching Learning and Teacher Education
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 206 Henzlik Hall Lincoln, NE 68588-0355 402.472.2231
tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
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APPENDIX D FOLLOW EMAIL 1

Hello Elementary Rural Educators,
I wanted to follow up on the invitation sent previously to complete a brief survey
to help us better understand current community partnerships between 4H Youth
Extension/Nebraska Extension county offices and Rural Elementary Schools across the
state of Nebraska. The purpose of this survey will be to inform future initiatives that
involve 4H Youth Extension/Nebraska Extension and rural Elementary School
community partnerships across the state of Nebraska. Your experiences as documented
will provide researchers an insight into what partnerships are currently taking place
between Nebraska Extension and rural elementary schools. This study will also provide a
collective voice to the desires of rural elementary teachers for the future partnerships of
rural schools and Nebraska Extension.
The online survey should take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. Please
review the attached letter of consent before proceeding. If you are willing to participate,
please proceed by clicking on the survey link provided. Please feel to contact me with
any questions. Thank you for considering completing this survey.

Tammera J. Mittelstet Doctoral Candidate Teaching Learning and Teacher Education
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 206 Henzlik Hall Lincoln, NE 68588-0355 402.472.2231
tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
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APPENDIX E FOLLOW UP EMAIL 2

Hello Elementary Rural Educators,
This is the final reminder to complete a brief survey to help us better understand
the current community partnerships between 4H Youth Extension/Nebraska Extension
county offices and Rural Elementary Schools across the state of Nebraska. The purpose
of this survey will be to inform future initiatives that involve 4H Youth
Extension/Nebraska Extension and rural Elementary School community partnerships
across the state of Nebraska. Your experiences as documented will provide researchers an
insight into what partnerships are currently taking place between Nebraska Extension and
rural elementary schools. This study will also provide a collective voice to the desires of
rural elementary teachers for the future partnerships of rural schools and Nebraska
Extension.
The online survey should take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. Please
review the attached letter of consent before proceeding. If you are willing to participate,
please proceed by clicking on the survey link provided. Please feel to contact me with
any questions. Thank you for considering completing this survey.

Tammera J. Mittelstet Doctoral Candidate Teaching Learning and Teacher Education
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 206 Henzlik Hall Lincoln, NE 68588-0355 402.472.2231
tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
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APPENDIX G PARTICIPANT THANK YOU EMAIL

Fellow Educator,
Thank you for completing this Survey your response has been recorded! Please find
information about opportunities Nebraska Extension could potentially provide for your
school for field trips, during school hours collaborations, and after school hours at the
Nebraska Extension Website:

https://4h.unl.edu/resources/teachers

Sincerely,
Tammera J. Mittelstet
Doctoral Candidate
Teaching Learning and Teacher Education
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
206 Henzlik Hall
Lincoln, NE 68588-0355
402.472.2231
tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
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APPENDIX H IRB PROJECT COMMENTS
IRB New Project Form - Revisions Requested - Prereview by the IRB Office
Comments:
Dear Tammera Mittelstet and Julie Thomas, Project ID: 20358 Form ID: 54753 Review
Type: New Project Form Title: Rural Elementary Teacher's Perspective: How Nebraska
Extension Supports our Rural School Community A pre-review of this form has been
completed. Based upon this review, the following clarifications and revisions will be
needed before this protocol can be routed to the appropriate review level. 1. Based on
information provided in sections 5.2, 6.5, and the uploaded recruitment letter it appears as
if this project might be program evaluation. Generally, when the purpose of an evaluation
is to test a new, modified, or previously untested intervention, service, or program to
determine whether it is effective, the evaluation is research. The systematic comparison
of standard or nonstandard interventions in an experimental-type design is research. In
these cases, the knowledge gained is applicable beyond the individual, specific program.
Thus, the purpose is to generate new knowledge or contribute to the knowledge in the
scientific literature. Further, it is intended to apply the knowledge to other sites or
populations. But, when the purpose is to assess the success of an established program in
achieving its objectives in a specific population and the information gained from the
evaluation will be used to provide feedback to that program, the evaluation, referred to as
program evaluation, is non-research. In the non-research scenario, the evaluation is used
as a management tool to monitor and improve the program. The evaluation activity is
often a component of the regular, ongoing program. Information learned from the
evaluation has immediate benefit for the program or the clients receiving the services or
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interventions. Interventions and services that are evaluated are never experimental or
new; they are known (either from empirical data or through consensus) to be effective. a.
Please see our guidance on this topic on the RCS website here:
https://research.unl.edu/researchcompliance/guidance-topics-a-z/, and then confirm
within comments when submitting revisions if this project is program evaluation or
evaluation as research. Based on this clarification, further revisions may be requested.
NOTE: When you have completed all revisions throughout the form and before officially
clicking submit revisions, please include a summarized response within the comments
box or upload a Word document within the files that details how each revision requested
was addressed. Once you have addressed the outlined concerns, please resubmit your
protocol. Please note, revisions are required to be submitted via NUgrant by 5/18/2020. If
the revisions have not been submitted, the form will be set to a Preparation status. You
will then have 30 days to complete the revisions or the form will be administratively
closed. Cordially, Jenn Klein Research Compliance Services Human Research Protection
Program

Project ID: 20358
Project Title: Rural Elementary Teacher's Perspective: How Nebraska Extension
Supports our Rural School Community
PI Name: Tammera Mittelstet
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APPENDIX I RESPONSE TO IRB REVISION REQUEST
5/7/20
Jenn Klein,
Thank you for your feedback on our proposed study. As per your suggestion I sought
the guidance on the topic of program Evaluation versus Evaluation for Research. Based
off of the information found in number 2 of the debate of what constitutes program
evaluation/ or evaluation research I and my advisor feel that in our viewpoint the design
of my study meets the definition of program evaluation as presented by the IRB:
“When the purpose is to assess the success of an established program in achieving its objectives in
a specific population and the information gained from the evaluation will be used to provide feedback
to that program, the evaluation, referred to as program evaluation, is non-research. In the non-research
scenario, the evaluation is used as a management tool to monitor and improve the program. The
evaluation activity is often a component of the regular, ongoing program. Information learned from the
evaluation has immediate benefit for the program or the clients receiving the services or interventions.
Interventions and services that are evaluated are never experimental or new; they are known (either
from empirical data or through consensus) to be effective.”

We would like further guidance on whether or not IRB approval is needed for this
study to commence as we want to verify that we are upholding the standards required by
the University and its IRB policies. Please respond with further instructions on how we
should proceed in our work at your earliest opportunity.
Thank you,
Tammera J. Mittelstet
TLTE Doctoral Candidate
PI Investigator
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APPENDIX J IRB PROJECT DETERMINATION RESPONSE
IRB - Not Human Subjects Research - New Project Form
Your project has been marked "Not Human Subject Research" with the following
comments:
Dear Tammera Mittelstet and Julie Thomas,
Project ID: 20358
Form ID: 54753
Review Type: New Project Form
Title: Rural Elementary Teacher's Perspective: How Nebraska Extension Supports our
Rural School Community
Determination: Not human subjects research
Based on our review, we have determined that this project does not meet the definitions
of human subjects’ research under regulatory requirements at 45 CFR 46.102. This
project does not require IRB approval.
Human subjects is defined as a living individual about whom an investigator (whether
professional or student) conducting research obtains, 1) data through intervention or
interaction with the individual, or 2) identifiable private information (including data or
tissues); and research is defined as a systematic investigation wherein the activity is
designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge, i.e., designed in such a
way as to generate data/results that would be applicable broadly, to individuals other
than to just those participating in the study.
In this case, the project does involve human subjects but it does not involve research. It
is our understanding that you are conducting a program evaluation where the purpose is
to assess the success of an established program in achieving its objectives in a specific
population and the information gained from the evaluation will be used to provide
feedback to that program, and not contributing to generalizable knowledge.
Based on this assessment, the project will be marked as not human subjects research and
no further oversight is required at this time. Please be certain that all supporting
documents (e.g. recruitment scripts, informed consent documents, fliers, etc.) have been
revised to remove contact information for the UNL IRB office, as well as replacing the
word research with program evaluation. Additionally, should the scope of your project
change please contact the IRB office at 472-6965 to discuss future procedures.
Cordially,
Jenn Klein
Research Compliance Services
Human Research Protection Program
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APPENDIX K TEACHER AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP SURVEY
INSTRUMENT
Consent, Right to Receive a copy:

By Clicking and moving on to the specific survey instrument, you certify that you have
decided to participate having read and understood the information presented in the previous
letter. Print or save this page for your records.
Name of Principal Investigator: Tammera J. Mittelstet
UNL Doctoral Candidate
Principal Investigator
Phone: (402)-472-2231
Email: tammera.mittelstet@huskers.unl.edu
Please select one of the following:

I agree to participate with this survey, I am over 19 years old, and have read and
understand the information presented in the email.
I choose to not participate in this study.
Demographics
In this section information is being gathered about you as an educator/teacher. This
information will help evaluators determine the grade levels, experience levels, and
individuals represented in this study. This information will be kept confidential only
accessible by the evaluation team and will only be reported out in a group context.
What County (ex. Lancaster) is your school located?
What school do you currently hold a teaching position?
What do you identify as your gender? (Choose one).
male
female
I prefer not to answer
Other
What is your ethnicity? (Choose one).
I prefer not to answer.
American Indian/Alaska
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
White
Two or More Races
Other
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In what year were you born?
2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988 1987
1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971
1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 1956 1955
1954 1953 1952 1951 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 1939
1938 1937 1936 1935 1934 1933 1932
What is the highest level of education that you have obtained?
Bachelors Degree
Bachelors degree +18 hours
Bachelors degree +36 hours
Masters Degree
Masters Degree +18 hours
Masters Degree + 36 hours
Doctorate Degree
I also have other special training that is relevant to my current teaching positions.
(Certifications, National Boards, Reading Specialists, ELL, etc.)
What is your current Teaching Position? (Mark all that apply)
Pre-Kindergarten
Fourth grade
Kindergarten
Fifth grade
First grade
Sixth Grade
Second grade
Special Education
Third grade
Other
Your past teaching positions include: (Mark all that apply that are different the ones
you currently are practicing)
None
Fourth grade
Pre-Kindergarten
Fifth grade
Kindergarten
Sixth Grade
First grade
Special Education
Second grade
Other
Third grade
Your total number of teaching experience is:
0-3 years
4-10 years
11+ years
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Defining Nebraska Extension and their role in Nebraska
In this section, we are exploring what is currently happening and/or could happen
with community partnerships between rural public schools and Nebraska Extension. For
this study Nebraska Extension includes-4H Youth Extension, your county Extension
offices and any interactions you may have with the University of Nebraska
Extension. When answering this section please think about how this school/community
partnership (collaborative efforts for educating students or staff) has looked for you as an
educator.
Have you heard of Nebraska Extension prior to this study?
Yes
No
What is your definition of Nebraska Extension?
What do you believe is Nebraska Extension's role in the state of Nebraska? What is
their mission/purpose?
Contacting Nebraska Extension
For these questions please talk about if you HAVE or Decided to contact Nebraska
Extension on your own to develop a partnership with your school. What process would
you choose to make that connection?
My preferred method to make contact with Nebraska Extension would be through:
(choose only one)
a phone call
Email
website contact
In person
through another teacher or my administration
I am not interested in a partnership with Nebraska Extension because:
What was/would be your reason for contacting Nebraska Extension for your
school/classroom?

Who did/would you contact? Please list location and name if possible. (NA if you
don't know)
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There are many avenues to make contact with Nebraska Extension. If I wanted to
make contact with Nebraska Extension, I would use the following options because...
please list your reasons for using a particular mode of contact. (choose all methods you
may use)
County Extension offices
4H Youth Extension offices
University of Nebraska Extension offices
Nebraska Extension Websites email contacts
An Extension Educator in my community
Through someone I know that has already used Nebraska Extension in their
classroom
Other (Please provide an example of another mode of contact with Nebraska
Extension not listed.
Nebraska Extension School Partnerships
For this section we will be looking at the partnership between Elementary Public
Schools and Nebraska Extension (4H Youth Extension, County Extension offices, and
University of Nebraska Extension).
What do you believe Nebraska Extension's role is in partnering with our public
schools?
Please give examples of programs that you are aware of or are currently happening in
the following areas that Nebraska Extension (4H Youth Extension, County Extension
offices, and University of Nebraska Extension) offers to schools. If you have not heard of
a program please write NA in your response.
a. 4-H clubs
b. School Enrichment
c. Afterschool programs
d. Interest programs
e. Other
Have you been a part of a Nebraska Extension/Public school partnership for science
instruction or programming?
Yes
No
What was the basis of your decision to create a partnership for science
instruction/programming?
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Why have you NOT created a partnership with Nebraska Extension for science
instruction/programming?
Teacher Role in Nebraska Extension Partnership
In this section we will be looking at the individual teacher and their role in a
Nebraska Extension partnership. Please respond to this next section about your
individual role in partnering with Nebraska Extension and provide examples to the
following questions.
I have partnered with Nebraska Extension in the past.
I have NOT partnered with Nebraska Extension in the past.
What role have you played in a Nebraska Extension/School partnershipIf you have partnered with Nebraska Extension at your school, please provide an
explanation of how that partnership impacted science instruction for elementary aged
students...
Whether you have been a part of a partnership or not...Why do you think it would be
helpful to be a part of a Nebraska Extension/School partnership for Science Instruction
for Elementary Students?
What would you personally like to see Nebraska Extension and your rural elementary
public-school partner and do in the future?
What do you feel needs to take place so that Nebraska Extension and school
partnerships can be strengthened in the future?
As a Teacher, what do you think would be helpful in building the communication
between Nebraska Extension and the public schools?
What factors influence your decision to access supplemental resources for science
instruction beyond your adopted curriculum?
a. Please list up to three supplemental resources that you use for your elementary
science instruction.
b. Then please explain-Why you chose these particular listed supplemental
resources? NOTE: (If you do not use supplemental resources please put NA)
If Nebraska Extension designed a program specific to elementary science what topics
or standards would be the most beneficial to you and your classroom? What components
would you want to see in their instructional plans?
What do you think Nebraska Extension personnel should be prepared for if they
presented a program in your classroom?
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What types of Nebraska Extension programs would be well received by your school
administration to support you as the Teacher for your science instruction?
What kind of Nebraska Extension ONLINE resources would be beneficial to you as a
rural elementary educator for remote or distance learning for your students?
Would it be beneficial to you if Nebraska Extension offered Teacher Professional
Development in your area for teachers about their developed programs for schools?
yes, I would like them to present on:
no
Please share what you believe should also be considered when partnering Nebraska
Extension and our public elementary schools that has not been discussed in this survey?
(If nothing please put NA)
Would you be interested in participating in the second study of this project?
Yes, I would be interested.
I am not interested in participating in an additional study.

If you would be interested in participating in the second study of this project, please
provide your contact information below:
Name
Email
Phone
Thank you for completing this Survey your responses have been recorded! If you
chose to participate in the study a follow up email will be arriving in your inbox shortly.
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